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Abstract

With an increased demand on productivity and safety in industry, new issues in terms
of automated material handling arise. This results in industries not having a homoge-
nous fleet of trucks and driven and driverless trucks are mixed in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Driven trucks are more flexible than driverless trucks, but are also involved
in more accidents. A transition from driven to driverless trucks can increase safety,
but also productivity in terms of fewer accidents and more accurate delivery. Hence,
reliable and standardized solutions that avoid accidents are important to achieve high
productivity and safety.

There are two different safety standards for driverless trucks for Europe (EN1525)
and U.S. (B56.5–2012) and they have developed differently. In terms of obstacles,
they both consider contact with humans. However, a machinery-shaped object has
recently been added to the U.S. standard (B56.5–2012). The U.S. standard also con-
siders different materials for different sensors and non-contact sensors.

For obstacle detection, the historical contact-sensitive mechanical bumpers as
well as the traditional laser scanner used today both have limitations – they do not
detect hanging objects. In this work we have identified several thin objects that are of
interest in an industrial environment. A test apparatus with a thin structure is intro-
duced for a more uniform way to evaluate sensors.

To detect thin obstacles, we used a standard setup of a stereo system and devel-
oped this further to a trinocular system (a stereo system with three cameras). We also
propose a method to evaluate 3D sensors based on the information from a 2D range
sensor. The 3D model is created by measuring the position of a reflector with known
position to an object with a known size. The trinocular system, a 3D TOF camera and
a Kinect sensor are evaluated with this method. The results showed that the method
can be used to evaluate sensors. It also showed that 3D sensor systems have poten-
tial to be used on driverless trucks to detect obstacles, initially as a complement to
existing safety classed sensors.

To improve safety and productivity, there is a need for harmonization of the Eu-
ropean and the U.S. safety standards. Furthermore, parallel development of sensor
systems and standards is needed to make use of state-of-the-art technology for sen-
sors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
Efficient logistics are an important challenge for industries. Many companies are
looking for better productivity through a more flow-optimized approach through Lean
that highlights the difference between value-added and non-value added activities.
Transport is often considered as a necessary but non-valued activity and there are two
reasons to consider it; cost and safety.

To handle goods, industries seldom have a homogeneous fleet of trucks. Human
operated trucks are more flexible compared to driverless truck systems and require
less controlled environments whereas driverless truck systems are highly cost effec-
tive in terms of labor cost savings. Driverless trucks handle transports from point-to-
point under a controlled and often very repeatable approach while humans on driven
trucks can adapt their routes and loads. Hence, an adaptation to a more flow based
approach, as in Lean, will create even better conditions for driverless truck systems.

Driven trucks are more frequently involved in collisions than driverless trucks and
are the most common cause of injuries in industries. In the U.S. a person is killed in a
truck accident every third day. About 70% of the accidents where trucks are involved
could have been avoided if suitable safety actions had been taken [1]. There is not yet
enough statistical support to perform a reliable risk analysis concerning accidents for
driverless trucks in industrial environments. One reason could be that it is not clear
when notifying an accident if it is a driven truck or a driverless truck that was involved
in the accident. The lack of statistics for driverless trucks could suggest that they are
involved in few accidents, although there have been fatalities [2]. Still, a transition
from driven trucks to driverless trucks will not only increase productivity, but also
reduce accidents in industries. However, in case of an accident, a human operated
system is often regarded with a greater forgiveness than if an automated system causes
the accident. Therefore it is particularly important that unmanned systems are safe.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

An obstacle detection system for driverless trucks is obvious. However, such a
system may also be used on driven trucks with automated functions such as the abil-
ity to stop if an obstacle appears. Hence, to find systems that can be implemented on
both driven and driverless trucks will not only create a safer environment, but also de-
crease the cost for the obstacle detection system. The world market for driven trucks
is orders of magnitude higher than for driverless trucks. American companies sold
927 AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicles) in 2011 [3]. During the same period over
200 000 trucks were sold in America [4]. This includes electric rider trucks, electric
warehouse rider trucks, electric warehouse pedestrian trucks and internal combustion
trucks. For the world market, WITS (World Industrial Truck Statistics) reported order
bookings slightly below one million driven trucks for 2011 [4].

1.2 Motivation
Overall, the motivation for this work is to improve the safety of automated material
handling by proposing better standards of testing sensors used for obstacle detection.

The challenge in the development of an obstacle detection system in industrial
settings is threefold. First, to select situations that are of special interest to detect.
Second, to choose a perception system that has the ability to detect those situations.
Third, to make sure that the perception system is reliable.

In industry, there is a mixed and often highly dynamic environment with different
objects. Dynamic objects can be people, trucks and other wheel based equipment.
Static objects depend more on the industry in question. Knowledge of the properties
of objects such as size, color, shape, texture and materials is crucial to the object to
be detected. Hence, to find technical solutions for obstacle detection requires a good
understanding of the environment in industries.

A perception system acquires information about the environment and makes sense
out of that information. For a mobile robot, this is one of the most important tasks.
There are many types of perception systems for obstacle detection. Historically con-
tact sensitive mechanical bumpers have been used. Today, laser range finders are
found on many driverless trucks. The transition from contact sensitive to non-contact
sensitive sensors creates new possibilities for driverless trucks, for example higher
speed that may increase production, but also raises new issues in terms of safety.

An approach to test perception systems is to create models that represent the re-
ality and conduct tests on those items. If the model is detected, the perception system
is approved for that specific situation. Safety standards for driverless trucks follow
this approach, as does this thesis. An alternative method is to use models of both the
perception system and the reality and build scenarios in a simulator. This can create
realistic scenarios with dynamic environments. An additional approach is to combine
these two approaches.

There are many stakeholders involved in these issues; manufacturers of sensors,
manufacturers of trucks and mobile platforms, users and standardizations bodies. This
requires independent standard organizations with a balanced composition.
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1.3 Aims of the study
The purpose of this thesis work is to gain new knowledge related to 3D sensors for ob-
stacle detection for driverless trucks. It also acquires knowledge of the existing stan-
dards for driverless trucks in industrial settings. The more specific objectives were:

• To identify common objects that are hard to detect with existing 2D sensors
in an industrial environment and propose models of them. Detection of those
objects will decrease accidents and increase productivity.

• To investigate if there are 3D perception systems, especially cameras, that have
the potential to be used as virtual bumpers.

• To investigate the evolution of safety standards for driverless trucks.

• To investigate if there is a uniform way to evaluate 3D senors.

1.4 Summary of papers
Paper I introduced new test objects for an industrial environment and proposed a
method for stereo vision that combines correspondence algorithms for a more reliable
correspondence of features. Hanging objects and objects that stick out, e.g. tines on a
forklift, were used to evaluate a stereo vision system in industrial environments. The
results showed that POI’s (Points Of Interest) can only be used effectively if there is
enough texture on the objects and that the combination of two matching algorithms
(SSD and VNC) gave better result, but also fewer matches in absolute numbers.

Paper II emphasized the need for detection of thin objects, e.g. tines on a forklift,
for mobile robots in industrial environments. A first trial of a trinocular system was
made where a dense disparity map with a column and a row filter was compared
with a sparse disparity map based on the Canny detector. A hanging cable, a ladder, a
hanging smoke exhaust system and a horizontal beam were used in industrial settings.
A small table was used in a corridor scene. The results showed that a row filter works
if long horizontal objects are to be detected, but in general, a sparse disparity method
based on the Canny detector works better.

Paper III suggested a test apparatus with standardized objects. Two of them,
a horizontal and a vertical cylinder, are objects described in the European standard
EN1525 Safety of industrial trucks – Driverless trucks and their system. The other
three represents thin objects found in an industrial environment; a ladder, a hanging
cable and a horizontal beam. A sparse disparity map based on edges and a dense dis-
parity map was used to identify problems with a trinocular system. There was no big
difference between the dense or sparse methods’ ability to detect objects. However,
the method with a dense disparity map worked better in detecting the lying cylinder
due to the reflections that arise on the glassy surface of the cylinder.

Paper IV presented a new and uniform way of evaluating 3D sensor performance
by the use of a test apparatus and 2D data from a reference sensor. Different virtual
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bumpers were compared to verify that the proposed test apparatus could be used to
distinguish between different sensors’ performance to detect thin structures. A trinoc-
ular system, a 3D TOF camera and a Kinect sensor were compared with the ground
truth generated by the data from a 2D lidar. A flat object, 500 mm x 100 mm, sug-
gested by other researchers is added to the test apparatus proposed in Paper III. No
major difference in performance was found between the Kinect and 3D TOF camera.
The trinocular system was the only sensor that detected thin structures, but was also
more sensitive to noise. All sensors detect objects in the safety standard at 3 m.

1.5 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to obstacle detection for driverless trucks and their
safety standards. An overview of typical obstacles expected to appear in industrial
settings are given and commonly used sensors and their principles to detect obstacles
are presented. This is followed by an overview of the safety standards for driverless
trucks where similarities and differences are presented. Chapter 3 summarizes the
results of the publications included in the work of this thesis. Chapter 4 discusses im-
portant issues related to the results in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 5 offers conclusions
drawn from the entire body of work presented in the thesis, as well as an outlook for
further developments.



Chapter 2

Obstacle detection and
driverless truck safety
standards

2.1 Obstacles in industrial environments

2.1.1 Problem
There is a risk that people are injured if a driverless truck collides with them, and
also that production is affected. In a larger perspective, all collisions cause decreased
productivity. One possible solution is to adapt the environment after the perceptual
system used by driverless trucks for obstacle detection and avoidance. However, such
a solution is costly and requires good discipline from the workers in the environment.
To ensure a safe working environment and good productivity, more items need to be
avoided than just people as it is in today’s European safety standard. However, trying
to build systems that can detect all kinds of obstacles is, if not impossible, extremely
costly. Hence, a careful approach is necessary to identify objects driverless trucks are
most likely to collide with. Objects used in papers about mobile robots in indoor envi-
ronments are often humans, box- or cylindrical-shaped (e.g. cans). However, a closer
look at an industry will identify other obstacles. Four examples of typical situations
found in an industry environment are shown in Figure 2.1; a protruding bar, hanging
objects, blocking tape and a ladder. None of them show a typical box- or cylindrical-
shape form. A common denominator for these objects is their thin structure.

For driverless trucks, obstacles are often classified in two categories [5]; positive
objects that extend up from the ground (objects in region II in Figure 2.2) or negative
obstacles that drops off like an edge (objects in region IV). Small objects, positive
and negative (objects in region III), can often be neglected. This can also be done
for obstacles outside the free path of the robot (objects in region I). However, there

5
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(a) Protruding bar. (b) Hanging objects.

(c) Blocking tape. (d) Ladder.

Figure 2.1: Objects relevant for obstacle detection in an industrial environment. (a)-
(c) published with permission from Volvo Powertrain Corporation. (d) published with
permission from Volvo Car Corporation.

are obstacles that fall beyond these two categories; hanging objects and objects that
stick out, e.g. tines on a forklift. To also consider these types of objects (E, F and G),
objects are proposed in this work and can be found in region I and II in Figure 2.2.

A driverless truck equipped with a 2D range scanner (e.g. laser as used on many
driverless trucks) situated less than two decimeters above the floor to detect objects
described in the safety standard do not detect obstacles in the desirable detection
volume. A solution is to add 2D range scanners and cover other areas. However, only
several (2D) areas are then covered by the sensors and this will not be a reliable
solution since it does not cover the desirable detection volume. It will also increase
the cost of sensors. A 3D perceptual system can take care of objects in the volume
that the 2D range scanner cannot detect.

2.1.2 Related work
Russel and Norvig [7] lists various aspects of environments for agents (e.g. driver-
less trucks) which states that an environment for driverless trucks is one of the most
complex one and is:

• Partially observable. This can occur due to noisy sensor data or that parts of the
state is simply missing.
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Figure 2.2: A classification of objects that need to be considered for driverless trucks.
Objects within region II are in the safe path volume and have to be detected. Objects
A, B, C and D are discussed by Burschka et al. [6]. However, objects E, F and G also
need to be detected and are proposed in this work.

• Stochastic. The next state is not predictable by the current state and the action
executed.

• Sequential. Current decision can affect future decisions. Short-term actions can
have long-term consequences.

• Dynamic. The environment may change while the agent is deliberating.

• Continuous. The location and speed of the driverless trucks sweep through a
range of continuous values.

• Multi-agent. Others may not just be seen as other obstacles if they need to
cooperate to solve a task.

These aspects are considered throughout this work even if they are not mentioned
explicitly.

2.1.3 Motivation for obstacle detection in industrial environment
Within the industry, a variety of items exist and they do not always have the outline of
boxes, cans or humans. There are a number of objects which are thin and oriented both
vertically and horizontally, such as tines of fork lift trucks, cables, ladders, pallets
etc. To detect them can be of equal importance for human safety as detecting humans
directly.

Further motivation for the work in this thesis:

• To maintain confidence in autonomous systems in industry, e.g. driverless trucks,
it is important that safety and standardization work is constantly in progress.
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• To make use of state-of-the-art technology, a parallel development of sensor
systems and standards is needed.

• Ongoing work with standards and sensor systems for obstacle detection for
driverless trucks will affect safety and productivity.

2.2 Sensor principles for obstacle detection

2.2.1 Stopping distance
The total distance needed for a driverless truck to detect an object an stop before
hitting the object is referred to as the stopping distance and in some literature as the
lookahead distance [8]. This must be a reliable function. Therefore, correct detection
and estimation of the obstacle’s position is required. A knowledge of both the sensor
and the truck system is required in order to make a good estimate of the distance
at which obstacles need to be detected. There are several factors that determine the
stopping distance. The maximum stopping distance S can be computed as:

S = 1.1 · (Vmax · (t1 + t2) +B) + ZM + F (2.1)

where Vmax is maximum speed, t1 is the reaction time for the sensor system, t2
is the reaction time for the driverless truck system, B the maximum braking distance,
ZM the maximum measuring error and F foot clearance [9].

The sensor system affects braking distance with parameters t1, the reaction time
for the sensor system, and ZM , maximum measuring error. With increasing speed,
the influence of reaction time is more important than maximum measuring error.
Hence, in order to increase speed and increase productivity, a detection system needs
to be fast. However, an accurate detection is most important.

2.2.2 Sensor principles for 3D perception
To detect obstacles some knowledge of the three dimensional world is needed. No
sensor will, however, give a complete 3D-map of the environment in a straightfor-
ward way. The sensors are usually based on some techniques that utilize distance
measurement to objects in the surroundings.

There are several ways to obtain range data and this can be classified in different
ways. Borenstein et al. [10] divide the sensors by what technique they use to measure
range, TOF (Time-Of-Flight), phase-shift and frequency modulated. Siegwart et al.
[11] makes a similar classification according to their design of principles of physics;
TOF and triangulation. In this classification phase-shift and frequency modulation
are included in TOF. Another, and general, classification is whether the sensors are
active or passive. Active sensors emit some form of energy that is reflected by the
surroundings, the sensor then reads the reflected quantity. Passive sensors detect the
energy that is reflected by the object from other sources of energy, such as visible
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Sensor Principle
Active/
Passive Planar Approved by

standard Resolution

LIDAR TOF Active Yes Yes 0.25− 0.5◦

SONAR TOF Active Yes No 15◦

RADAR TOF Active Yes No 2− 5◦

TOF Camera TOF Active No No 0.2− 0.5◦

Structured light Triangulation Active No No ' 0.5◦

Stereo Triangulation Passive No No ' 0.5◦

Table 2.1: The main characteristics of conventional sensors for obstacle detection. A
planar sensor detects objects in one single plane at each scan providing a 2D map of
the surroundings. A non-planar sensor detects objects in several planes at each scan
providing a 3D map of the surroundings. Note that the resolution is typical. Camera
sensors can theoretically achieve a higher resolution, ' 0.1◦, if a resolution of only
one pixel is pursued, but in reality more pixels, about 5, are needed in order to detect
an object. The table also shows that sensor types exists with sensors that are approved
by the safety standard for Driverless trucks [12], [13]. Further discussion about TOF
camera, structured light and stereo vision based sensors and given in Table 2.2.

wavelengths from sunlight. Passive sensors are more sensitive to noise. These clas-
sifications of conventional sensors for obstacle detection used for mobile robots are
shown in Table 2.1. Figure 2.3 shows techniques discussed in this section and how
they are related.

Range

Time-Of-Flight

Phase Pulse

Triangulation

Structured light Stereo vision (Trinocular)

Figure 2.3: Range techniques
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t
Reflected signal

Emitted signal

tZ

Sensor Object

Figure 2.4: Principle of time of flight.

Time-Of-Flight. TOF is a group of active sensors that emit energy and then mea-
sures how long it takes for the energy to be reflected (Figure 2.4). Since the velocity
is known for the energy that is sent out, it is possible to calculate the distance, Z, as:

Z = v
∆t

2
(2.2)

where v is the velocity of the energy emitted and ∆t the elapsed time for the
energy to return to the sensor. The advantages of this method are that no complicated
analysis is necessary and that it is linear.

Time-of-flight is used with sonar (Sound Navigation And Ranging), radar (RAdio
Detection And Ranging) and lidar (LIght Detection And Ranging). The system errors
for this method are variations of the speed of propagation, uncertainties of determin-
ing the exact time of arrival and inaccuracies in the timing circuitry [10].

For the well used sonar sensor the variations of the speed of sound are more
critical than for the speed of light sensors, i.e. lidar and radar. This is because air is not
an ideal gas and as a consequence the speed changes with pressure and temperature.
On the other hand is the need for an accurate time measurement is not so critical for
the sonar sensors as for the speed of light sensors. Sonar is a low-cost-sensor and is
easy to operate. However, it requires several sonar sensors to cover an adequate field
of view, the sensor has to be perpendicular to the object to get reliable data and the
bandwidth of the sensor is low as several sensors are needed to cover a larger area
[11]. The early mobile robots have often used sonar [14], but more recent work based
on sonar also exist. Heale and Klemean [15] and Fazli and Kleeman [16] use DSP
(Digital Signal Processor) to solve some of the earlier problems with low bandwidth
of a ring of sensors. Sonar is often used for parking assistance on modern cars and
trucks.

An advantage of radar is that it works independent of weather and illumination
conditions. However, there is a problem for both radar and sonar in terms of interfer-
ence from other radar and sonar, and that the resolution is too low to detect thin items.
Radar was early mentioned as a suitable sensor to detect obstacles for cars [17]. An
analysis of trends was done in [18] and [19].

Planar lidar uses a rotating mirror to emit a beam of light, e.g. laser, and then
measures the time it takes for the light to be reflected. This is often done by measuring
the phase shift (Figure 2.5). It is customary to use light pulses to avoid eye damage.
Lidar is available in both 2D (planar) and 3D. However, 3D lidars are very expensive.
Planar lidar has been used frequently as a sensor for obstacle detection in both indoor
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Figure 2.5: Principle of phase shift measurement to estimate distance. ∆t is the
elapsed time for the signal to return to the sensor, f the frequency of the emitted
signal and φ the phase between the emitted and reflected signal.

and outdoor environments [20] and they are used in some works as ground truth [21].
There are brands of lidars that are safety classified, e.g SICK 3000 [22]. There are
also methods to compare the characterization of different lidar [23], [24] and [25].
Larsen [26] used a 3D lidar to detect negative obstacles in off-road terrain.

Triangulation. With triangulation, geometry is used where certain parameters
are known, e.g. baseline, to determine the distance (Figure 2.6). The distance, Z, is
computed as:

Z =
B

tanα
(2.3)

where B is the baseline and α the angle between the rays straightforward and the
object considered.

Triangulation exists for both active (e.g. structural lightning) and passive (e.g.
cameras) sensors. A general problem is that points from one view may be occluded
in the other. A more detailed description of sensors based on triangulation and TOF
is found in the following section.



B

Z

Figure 2.6: Principle of triangulation based on stereo vision.
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Sensor Stereo Structured light TOF Camera

Resolution High (640x480) High (640x480) Low (176x144)
Range Depends on baseline ' 3.5m ' 10m
Depth Depends on baseline ' 1cm ' 1cm
FOV Depends on lenses 43◦(v), 57◦(h) 55◦(v), 69◦(h)
Price Low Low High

Table 2.2: Parameters for non-planar vision based sensors.

2.2.3 Triangulation and TOF sensors
The non planar technologies (stereo, structured light and TOF camera) shown in table
2.1 are of special interest for perception of obstacles in 3D. Parameters for vision
based sensors are shown in Table 2.2 and an overview of the techniques is given in
this section.

Time-of-flight camera. A TOF camera works similarly to a lidar but a 3D scene
is detected in a single frame using a PMD (Photonic Mixer Device). Instead of emit a
pulse of energy a continuous modulated infra-red light is directed towards the object,
Figure 2.7. The reflected signal is phase shifted compared to the emitted signal, and
the phase shift is proportional to the distance to the object as:

Z =
φc

4πf
(2.4)

where φ is the phase shift, c the speed of the signal and f the modulation fre-
quency. The phase is only proportional to a distance to 2φ phase difference.

The received signal has also an offset and a lower amplitude than the emitted
signal. The offset, PR, is mainly due to additional background light and describes the
intensity information. The amplitude of the received signal,AR, is reduced compared
to the emitted signal,AE , depending on losses. The ratio between the two amplitudes,
k = AR

AE
, defines the signal-to-background ratio [27].

Light 
transmitter  

Mixer Device

Object

Control 
Unit

Z


Reflected signal

Emitted signal

t

Signal
processing

PE

PR

Figure 2.7: Principle of time of flight camera.
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As the illumination source and lens to the PMD are mounted very close, the TOF
camera is very compact compared to lidar and stereo vision system. The processing
power is also low and makes it possible to achieve a high frame rate for real-time
performance [11]. A drawback is that the sensor is affected by daylight, and thus
works better indoor.

Structured light. Structured light is a triangulation method, where light is emitted
of a known wavelength and a known pattern. The reflected light is then measured
with the aid of a camera (Figure 2.8). Since the distance from the light source to the
camera is known, the distance to the object is calculated by triangulation. A sensor
with a linear pattern as used in Figure 2.8, has problems similar to a planar lidar.
Since the sensor only will calculate depth over the illuminated area, it does not cover
the desired detection volume.

The Microsoft Kinect sensor overcame this problem and projects infrared (IR)
laser structured light in the form of a speckled pattern similar to the QR-code (Quick
Response) onto the scene and measures the deformation of the pattern. The sensor
consists of an infrared projector and two cameras. One of the cameras is a standard
RGB camera and the other camera is an IR camera [28]. The sensor compares the
projected pattern with a stored expected reference pattern at various depths. When a
speckle is projected on an object that appears at a smaller or larger distance compared
to the reference plane, the position of the speckle in the infrared image will be shifted
in the direction of the baseline. These shifts are measured for all speckles and yield a
disparity image [29].

The Kinect sensor has problems with reflective materials such as shiny metal. It
may prevent the reflected light from the IR projector from reaching the IR camera,
thus causing invalid depth readings at those locations [28].

Kinect sensors are used by several authors to navigate in indoor environments
[30], [28] and [31].

B



Light 
projector
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Z

Figure 2.8: Principle of triangulation based on structural lightning. There are many
possible light structures. Kinect uses a static encoded IR pattern similar to QR code
(Quick Response Code)
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Figure 2.9: Stereo geometry for two parallel pinhole cameras.

Stereo vision. Stereo vision is based on triangulation and is a useful technique
for obtaining 3-D information from 2-D images. The technique is easy to understand
since the human visual system is based on the same principle (Figure 2.6). A point in
the 3D-world is represented at different locations in the retinas/images. By comparing
the distances between the different locations an understanding of the 3D- world can
be made. However, the analogy between a camera stereo system and the human vision
system can be overstated. Humans with only one eye can function very well and also
make good judgments of distances because of their knowledge of objects’ size in
the real world. A review of what kind of visual information humans needs to drive a
vehicle is found in [32].

The two main problems in stereo vision can be divided into the correspondence
problem and the reconstruction problem. The correspondence problem is to make a
correct match with object points from one image with object points in the second im-
age. For a parallel camera system the corresponding points are found on the epipolar
line (Figure 2.9). This reduces the search region to one dimension (x-direction) in the
right image and will in deed minimize the search time. This is known as the epipolar
constraint. For stereo cameras mounted horizontally, it becomes especially difficult to
match horizontal oriented objects that have a uniform background (Figure 2.10). One
solution is to add a camera mounted above (or below) the other camera pair, known
as trinocular vision. The combination of a horizontal and a vertical situated camera
pair will overcome the drawbacks described in Figure 2.10.

The mutual constraint states that there is a one-to-one relationship between points
in the two (or more) images. The Left-to-Right consistency check can be used to
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1 2 3 4 5
Epipolar line

Left image Right image

Figure 2.10: Correspondence problem. What point on the tine in the right image cor-
responds to the point on the tine in the left image? The third point on the tine in the
right image is the correct match, but a matching algorithm would probably select the
fourth or fifth point as a match since matching windows are used instead of matching
pixels.

verify the mutuality. When a corresponding point is found, the algorithm is used
in the other direction. If the origin point is found there is a match. The uniqueness
constraint is when there is a similar texture in a region and therefore, several matches
will have nearly the same numbers. By rejecting matches where the best match C1 is
close to the second best match C2 erroneous matches are removed. This can be done
by using:

C =
C2 − C1

C1
(2.5)

and set at threshold value for the acceptance of a match.
The reconstruction problem is to transform the corresponding points into world

coordinates. For a parallel camera system the location of any visible point in space
can be computed if there are two corresponding points in the left and right images. In
Figure 2.9 the distance, Z, can be computed as:

Z =
Bf

d
(2.6)

where d is the disparity between the corresponding points (xL − xR) in the im-
ages, f the focal length in pixels, B the baseline between the centre of the cameras
and Z the distance to the object. There are examples where stereo vision is used to
detect thin structures. Yu et al. [33] and Candamo et al. [34] use it to detect power
lines for helicopters and airplanes, and Caraffi et al. [35] use it to detect trees for mo-
bile robots. The use of trinocular vision is not new and a comparison between stereo
and trinocular is made in [36] where trinocular is found to reduce uncertainty with a
small increment of computational cost. Other work with trinocular is found in [37]
and [38]. Active trinocular systems exist. Kim et al. [39] use multi-laser stripe pattern
projection, composed of the laser pattern projector for generating multiple line stripes
and two cameras with laser filters.
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2.2.4 Motivation for detection of obstacles using 3D sensors
Safety classed virtual bumpers do exist in the form of 2D laser scanners. They have
made it possible to drive trucks faster and to slow down when an obstacle occurs.
However, 2D laser scanners show the potential of virtual bumpers, but do not solve the
problem with hanging obstacles. Alternative methods with 3D detection techniques
are necessary, maybe as a complement to 2D laser scanners.
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2.3 Environment representation and evaluation
The output from perceptual systems needs to conform with the representation used
for the environmental model. Hence, the environmental model has to be considered
for obstacle avoidance algorithms and sensors used. There are several methods to
represent the environment for driverless trucks. The following section describes some
commonly used methods and also presents a way to evaluate sensors.

2.3.1 Environment Representation
Occupancy grid. Moravec and Elfes [40] introduced the widely used occupancy grid
whereby the environment is represented by a discrete grid with cells of equal size.
Each cell has a counter that increments “hits” from ranging sensors. If the counter
reaches above a threshold, the cell is deemed to be occupied. The occupancy grid
approach is straightforward but has drawbacks in the form of an increased need for
memory as the maps grows [11]. However, Quadtree can be used to reduce storage
requirements. It also takes several measurements to occupy a free cell and, vice versa,
to free an occupied cell [41].

Normal Distribution Transform. Another approach is to use the NDT (Nor-
mal Distribution Transform) for a more compact spatial representation. The NDT
was introduced by Biber and Strasser [42] for 2D and further developed to 3D by
Magnusson et al. [43]. The environmental space is represented as a set of Gaussian
probability functions and will give a piecewise smooth spatial representation of the
environment. It is possible to discretise space for NDT in different ways: fixed cell
size or OcTree representations are used in different works [44], [45]. A fixed size cell
representation is the simplest approach and has shown to be accurate compared to
occupancy maps [45].

2.3.2 Evaluation of sensors based on an environmental model
A method proposed in Paper IV creates a 3D ground truth for a test apparatus based on
the information from a 2D range sensor, e.g. a lidar. The 3D model is created by, with
a 2D range sensor, measuring the position of a reflector with known position D to an
object with a known size (Figure 2.11). There is a propagation of uncertainty to con-
sider with this method. The uncertainty due to measurement of the position and size
of the object can be low with accurate measurements compared to the uncertainty due
to the range sensor measurement of the position of the reflector. The reflector needs
to be wide enough to be detected by the 2D range sensor with a typical resolution of
0.25◦.

Stoyanov et al. [44] use 3D-NDT to evaluate sensors based on a 3D ground truth.
The method can be used with other environmental models, e.g. occupancy grid. A
reference sensor is used to generate a set of positive, tpos, and negative, tneg , test
points. The positive test points are created at occupied spaces in the environment,
shown with green circles in Figure 2.12(a). The negative test points (free space) are
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Figure 2.11: The principle to generate a 3D model from 2D data.

created along the beam direction by subtracting a random offset from the position of
the positive test points, red circles in Figure 2.12(a). Next, all positive and negative
points are tested for occupancy. Positive points correctly labeled are true positives
(Tp) and negative points correctly labeled are true negatives (Tn). An occupied point
that is considered to be free is labeled false negative (Fn) and a free point that is
considered to be occupied is labeled false positive (Fn). The true positive rate, TPR,
and false positive rate, FPR, can be computed as:

TPR =
Tp

Tp + Fn
(2.7)

FPR =
Fp

Fp + Tn
(2.8)

Three combinations of Tp, Tn, Fp and Fn is possible from every pair of positive
and negative test points along one beam: Tp and Tn, Fn and Tn, Fp and Fn. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: A set of positive (green circles) and negative (red circles) points are
generated from the reference model and then classified according to their occupancy.
True positives (TP) are correctly labeled occupied points, true negatives (TN) are
correctly labeled free points, false positives (FP) are free points that are considered
to be occupied and false negatives (FN) are occupied points that are considered to be
free.
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2.4 Uniform assessment of 3D perception systems for
obstacle detection

2.4.1 Problem
An approach to validate perceptual systems is to create generalized models of the
reality and than conduct tests on those items. If the model is detected, the percep-
tion system is approved for that specific situation. According to the American and
European safety standard for driverless trucks, [13], [12], two objects are common
and necessary to detect: a standing and a lying human and they are represented by
a standing cylinder with a diameter of 70 mm and a length of 400 mm and a lying
cylinder with a diameter of 200 mm and a length of 600 mm, Figure 2.13.

(a) Cylinder representing human standing
up.

(b) Human standing up.

(c) Cylinder representing human lying
down.

(d) Human lying down.

Figure 2.13: Standing and lying cylinders representing a human standing up and lying
down.

A standard recommends a solution to a frequent problem, e.g. what objects are
needed to detect for driverless trucks. This means that there are more solutions to
a given problem, but the standard facilitates the choice of solution. Standardization
involves the participation of stakeholders in the community – users, manufacturers,
government agencies and other stakeholders. This requires independent standard or-
ganizations with a balanced composition.
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Europe and North America have different standards for driverless trucks and these
are not consistent. The European Machinery Directive specifies the essential health
and safety requirements applicable to all machinery placed on the market within the
EU. If a standard is harmonized it follows a given directive. By following harmonized
standards in Europe, the requirements in the Machinery Directive are met. The Euro-
pean standard for Industrial Trucks defined in EN 1525 and released in 1997 is not
harmonized with the latest edition of the Machinery Directive from 2006 [12]. An
updated version of EN1525, ISO DIS 3691-4, has been planned [46], but was deleted
because driverless truck state-of-the-art technology surpassed the draft standard [47].
The B56.5 standard exists for the U.S. market and was updated in 2012 to be more
suited to contact-free sensors [13].

Since the European standard was not updated as it didn’t not meet the state-of-
the-art technology, it indicates that the current European standard for driverless trucks
limits the development of driverless trucks and strengthens the motive for this work.

Table 2.3 shows the development of the American and European standards for
driverless trucks. It also shows our proposal and recent research. There are two types
of objects to consider: human shaped and machinery shaped. Traditionally, human
shaped objects are considered in safety standards, but machinery shaped objects are
getting more focus in recent standards and research work (Table 2.3). Along with
these questions, questions arise about the color and material of the object, and if the
objects are to be static or dynamic during the test cases.
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Standard Type No of
objects Color & Material Static/

Dynamic Test cases

B56.5 (2005)
Human
shaped 2 No Static Anywhere on

the path

Machinery
shaped - - - -

B56.5-2012
Human
shaped 2 Reflectance<6%,

Black 1 Static Centre and at
each end 2

Machinery
shaped 1 3 Reflective surface4 Static Centre and at

each end 5

EN 1525
Human
shaped 2 Human clothing Static Anywhere on

the path

Machinery
shaped - - - -

ISO 3691-4,
Draft

Human
shaped 2 Human clothing Static Centre and at

each end

Machinery
shaped - - - -

Our propsal
Human
shaped 2 Black,

Non-reflective Static

Apparatus that
tests several
objects at the
same time

Machinery
shaped 4 Black,

Non-reflective Static

Apparatus that
tests several
objects at the
same time

Recent
Research

Human
shaped 2 Several materials Dynamic Moving, Oc-

cluded objects

Machinery
shaped 5 Several materials Dynamic Moving, Oc-

cluded objects

Table 2.3: Standards for driverless trucks and their evolution with respect to obstacles.

1If optical
2One object at 0◦ and 45◦ to the path of the vehicle
3500 mm x500 mm plate
4If sonar
5At 0◦ and 45◦ to the path of the vehicle
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2.4.2 Related work
Written restrictions for robots are not new. Already in 1942, Isaac Asimov described
the three laws for robots where the first law states: “A robot may not injure a human
being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm” [48]. Although
these are laws for a fictional world, the same meaning is found in today’s standards.

Some work has been done to compile the standards that exist for robots in in-
dustrial environments [49] and [50]. Piggin [49] states that a normal cycle in the
development of new technology and standards is that standardization is struggling to
catch up with the new technology, while new technologies raise new questions. New
standards and the update of old standards have made it possible for manufacturers to
make use of state-of-the-art technology.

Steinfeld [51] presents the results of interviews with experts in mobile robots,
which shows that safety is the number one issue for mobile robots. Furthermore, the
primary tasks for operators and employees in the vicinity of a robot is to prevent
unsafe events, but the operators will never be experts or have as a main task taking
care of mobile robots. According to De Santis and Siciliano [52] the challenge for
the next generation of robots is how humans interact with them physically. Questions
about Cognitive Human Robot Interaction (CHRI) have already been stated, but since
mobile robots have a body, there are challenges in Physical HRI (PHRI) which are
discussed in [53]. Industrial robots are excluded from interacting with people for
safety reasons. The developments taking place in robotics makes it not only possible
but also desirable that robots and machines in many cases interact together to increase
productivity and safety. Therefore, it is important that standardization work follows
this trend.

To detect how people move in environments, Godil et al. [54] studied three differ-
ent systems; Ultra- Wideband (UWB), indoor GPS (iGPS) and camera-based motion-
capture, to develop a ground truth. The work was done to find ways to measure
how well these perceptual systems performed in different situations. All techniques
showed promising results in the area used.

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) presents in several papers
work with the standard for driverless trucks in industrial environments. Bostelman et
al. [55] use a TOF camera to detect objects described in the U.S. safety standard [13]
where they also test the camera outdoors and conclude that it shows good results in
shady environments. Bostelman [56] conducts tests with sonar, lidar 2D and 3D-TOF-
camera. The sensors are tested against objects in the standards as well as an additional
item, 500mmx100mm, posed in 0◦ and 45◦ in the robot’s direction of travel to make
a difference for TOF sensors. Tests also included various materials; e.g. cardboard,
gray plastic, cotton denim, black reflectance paper, aluminum and clear glass. Sonar
detected all objects in various materials, but had problems with different angles. 2D
lidar had problems with flat glass at a 45◦ angle, but detected other objects. The 3D
TOF camera showed a notable difference between highly reflective and low reflective
materials. Bostelman [56] proposed changes to the B56.5 standard, which were later
adopted into the standard [13].
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Marvel and Bostelman [47] present an overview of safety standards for industrial
trucks and driverless trucks. They consider the marriage of robot arms and mobile
bases and describe several scenarios where the current standards are insufficient to
handle the conflicts that arise. Bostelman et al. [57] discuss and present standard
test methods for driverless trucks and manned vehicles with automated functions
to improve the B56.5 standard [13]. They address three areas: First, detecting hu-
mans/obstacles on the vehicle path using contact sensors. They describe test methods
to validate that a system meets the forces described in the standards for contact sen-
sors. Second, detecting humans/obstacles on the vehicle path with no contact where
they propose test methods for dynamic obstacles entering the stop zone. Third, de-
tecting human/obstacles beyond the vehicle stop zone for non-occluded and occluded
humans/obstacles. They propose controlled braking as a fourth braking mode for
driverless trucks to the B56.5-2012 standard, besides emergency, parking and service
braking. Being able to adjust the speed results in a safer environment, but also creates
an opportunity to get a smoother flow of material. Six scenarios are also presented to
use for pedestrian detection in occluded environments [13].

2.4.3 Motivation for uniform assessment of 3D perception sys-
tems

To evaluate 3D perception systems for driverless trucks, it is important to use the
existing standard as benchmark. However, since there are differences between stan-
dards, there is a need for a cautious approach. To increase safety and productivity,
three issues need to be considered in terms of a uniform assessment of 3D perception
systems for driverless trucks.

1. There is a need for harmonization between the American [13] and European
standards [12].

2. Continued development of standards is needed to keep up with the development
of the latest sensor technology.

3. The layout of industries contiguously progresses. Hence, new objects and sce-
narios from real-world need endlessly to be considered.
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Results

3.1 Detection of obstacles

3.1.1 Correspondence for stereo vision
Correspondence is a problem for stereo vision, see section 2.2.3. Different correla-
tion methods for stereo and a combination of them were evaluated in paper I. We
used POI (Points Of Interest) to find objects since they are easy to extract and lead to
a significant reduction of the amount of data. POI’s are windows that have high infor-
mation contents, for example corners. We evaluated two correspondence algorithms
one-by-one and combined; the Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) and the Variance
Normalized Correlation (VNC).

In Paper I, an analogy was made to show the similarity between driverless trucks
with a laser scanner and visually impaired people with a guide cane. Four scenes
for the industrial case and three scenes for the visually impaired case were used to
evaluate the system (Figure 3.1). The scenes were chosen to be realistic and include
typical obstacles that might be hard for traditional sensors to detect, i.e. a planar laser
scanner and a guide-cane, and can be referred to the classification of objects in 2.2.
The objects in the industrial scenes were a hanging smoke exhaust system (object
E), a ladder (object G), the tines on a forklift (object F) and a pallet (object B). The
objects in the visually impaired case were a table (object F), a bicycle (object B) and
a road sign (object B). The scene with the road sign was used as a reference scene
with high contrast.

Fifty POI’s were extracted in the left stereo image. The matching algorithms were
examined one-by-one and combined. The correct matches were manually counted and
the ratios between the numbers of POI’s to match the number of correct matches were
computed. The test showed that POI only can be used effectively if there is enough
texture on the obstacle. Combining two algorithms will reduce false matches, but will
also give fewer matches in absolute numbers and will thus increase the risk that an
obstacle is not found.

25
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(a) Smoke exhaust system (object E) (b) Ladder (object G)

(c) Forklift (object F) (d) Pallet (object B)

(e) Table (object F) (f) Bicycle (object B)

(g) Roadsign (object B)

Figure 3.1: Scenarios used for evaluation: (a)-(d) are representative for the industrial
case; (e)-(g) are representative for the visual impaired case.
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3.1.2 Dense or sparse disparity maps for stereo vision
In paper II we used a trinocular system to detect thin structures and evaluated a sparse
disparity method based on edges and a dense disparity map with a column and a row
filter. To effectively keep the longest objects in the final disparity map, a column (or
row) filter keeps the most frequent disparity in every column (or row) and rejects all
the other disparities. The results showed that a row filter worked if long horizontal
objects are to be detected, but in general, a sparse disparity method based on the
Canny detector worked better for the environments tested. The dense disparity map
with a row filter had problems to detecting short objects and horizontal structures
with different disparities.

(a) Scene 1 (b) Scene 2 (c) Scene 3

Figure 3.2: Scenes evaluated.

3.2 Evaluation of 3D range sensors

3.2.1 Test apparatus
In paper III we continued the work with thin horizontal structures in industrial en-
vironments and introduced a test apparatus with five objects (Figure 3.3(a)), as a
complement to the existing European Standard safety of Industrial Trucks - Driver-
less Trucks and their Systems, EN1525. Two of the objects, a horizontal and a vertical
cylinder, were objects described in the standard. The other three represented thin ob-
jects commonly found in an industrial environment; a ladder (object G in Figure 2.2),
a hanging cable (object F) and tines on a forklift (object F). The aim was to find a
more standardized way to evaluate 3D sensors since the safety standard is too rough.

A sparse disparity map based on edges and a dense disparity map was used in a
trinocular system.
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Figure 3.3: The evolution of the test apparatus. (a) The original apparatus for thin
structures. (b) The improved test apparatus. The test rig simulates in one scene a
collection of objects: item A – a lying human, item B – a standing human, item C
– a flat target proposed by [8], item D – a ladder, item E – forks on a forklift, item
F – hanging cable, items G and H – vertical bars, item I – horizontal bar, item J
– thin cable. The thin cable in position J is included in this work to evaluate a 2D
laser. A ladder, item D, typically has a steeper slope than 45◦, but objects that have
a larger angle may be considered to be vertical, while objects with a lower angle can
be considered as horizontal.

To evaluate the algorithms, four scenes with the proposed test apparatus were used
in an industrial setting with cluttered background: two scenes were from a workshop
and two from corridors. All objects in the test apparatus were detected with the trinoc-
ular system, Figure 3.4.

Our evaluation showed no big difference in using sparse or dense disparity maps
to detect objects. However, the method with a dense disparity map worked better in
detecting the lying cylinder due to the reflections that arise on the glassy surface of
the cylinder.
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(a) Workshop (b) Left-Right (c) Upper-Lower

Figure 3.4: One of the evaluated scenes.

3.2.2 Evaluation of 3D range sensors based on distance measure
to test apparatus

Paper IV presented a new and uniform way of evaluating 3D sensor performance
based on distance measured to the test apparatus. The test apparatus described in
paper III was further developed with a flat target and all the items in the test apparatus
were black and non-reflective due to problems with reflections in the results from
paper III (Figure 3.3).

We proposed that the European Standard safety of Industrial Trucks – Driverless
Trucks and their Systems, EN1525, is extended with objects from the test apparatus.
It is natural that the standard focuses on avoiding collision with humans. However,
objects can be pushed against people and harm people in other ways. Hence, detection
of objects is important to acquire a safe environment for humans.

We evaluated a trinocular camera system, a 3D Time-Of-Flight (TOF) Mesa sen-
sor and a Kinect sensor at 3, 5 and 7 m. The sensors were mounted on an Ackerman
steered robot. The method presented in section 2.3.2 was used to create a 3D ground
truth out of 2D laser data. All sensor data were plotted in a point cloud and compared
to ground truth.

We compared these sensors to verify that the proposed test apparatus can be used
to evaluate performance between different sensors to detect thin structures.

The method presented in section 2.3.2 was used to produce quantitative results
from the scenes in Paper IV. Three scenes and data from 3 and 5 m were used for this
evaluation (Figure 3.5. A 3D occupancy grid with a regular grid size of 0.15 m was
used to represent the space. This grid size will consider the propagation of uncertainty
described in section 2.3.2. For every sensor, the maximum possible number of points
in every cell were computed based on angular resolution and distance to the cell.
A threshold of 0.1 of maximum number of points was used to deem if a cell was
occupied or not. For every sensor, true positive rates and false positive rates were
computed for every scene at 3 m and 5 m. This will give three values of TPR and
FPRfor every sensor and distance. Next, the mean and the standard deviation, σ, for
the TPR and FPR for these three scenes were computed at every distance. The results
are shown i Tables 3.1 – 3.4. A high TPR indicates that the sensor has detected the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: Evaluated scenes in paper IV.

object. A high FPR indicates that the sensor has labeled free points as occupied and
will, for a driverless truck, generate unnecessary stops.

It is clear that the Kinect and TOF sensor outperformed the trinocular vision sys-
tem for object A at 3 m since they had a high TPR and a low σ, Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
However, they do had more difficulties to detect other objects (object B and C) in the
U.S. safety standard [13]. They did not detect thinner structures (object D–F) and are
therefore not reliable to use as sensors to detect thin structures. The TOF sensor de-
tected object A at 5 m, but hardly any other objects. The Kinect didn’t detect objects
at 5 m which is outside its range.

The trinocular system detects the objects in the safety standard at 3 m and 5 m
and even detect the thin structures. The trinocular system also showed a higher false
positive rate and a higher standard deviation. This will result in more false alarms
and makes the trinocular system more unreliable to use as a perception sensor for
driverless trucks.

Object Kinect Mesa Trinocular
TPR σ TPR σ TPR σ

A 0.83 0.06 0.90 0.10 0.43 0.32
B 0.50 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.61 0.35
C 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.31 0.21 0.26
D 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.35 0.19
E 0 0 0 0 0.20 0.19
F 0 0 0 0 0.32 0.29

Table 3.1: The average and standard deviation of three scenes of true positive rates
for different sensors at 3 m. Kinect and Mesa detected object A, but had problems to
detect thin objects, objects D–F. The trinocular system detected thin objects, but high
σ indicates a high variation of the results.
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Object Kinect Mesa Trinocular
FPR σ FPR σ FPR σ

A 0.33 0.29 0.03 0.06 0.37 0.15
B 0.22 0.09 0.11 0.19 0.34 0.29
C 0 0 0 0 0.17 0.14
D 0.16 0.15 0 0 0.38 0.25
E 0 0 0 0 0.28 0.09
F 0 0 0 0 0.19 0.06

Table 3.2: The average and standard deviation of three scenes of false positive rates
for different sensors at 3 m. Kinect and Mesa showed low false positive rates whereas
the trinocular system generates many false matches.

Object Kinect Mesa Trinocular
TPR σ TPR σ TPR σ

A 0.03 0.06 0.60 0.52 0.73 0.31
B 0.17 0.29 0.11 0.19 0.72 0.09
C 0 0 0.21 0.19 0.40 0.16
D 0 0 0.06 0.10 0.59 0.28
E 0 0 0.05 0.04 0.25 0.09
F 0 0 0 0 0.51 0.11

Table 3.3: The average and standard deviation of three scenes of true positive rates
for different sensors at 5 m. Kinect didn’t detect any object and Mesa only object A.

Object Kinect Mesa Trinocular
FPR σ FPR σ FPR σ

A 0.13 0.23 0.30 0.26 0.50 0.20
B 0.22 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.33 0.17
C 0 0 0 0 0.17 0.14
D 0.06 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.07
E 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.04
F 0 0 0 0 0.14 0.06

Table 3.4: The average and standard deviation of three scenes of false positive rates
for different sensors at 5 m.
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Discussion

4.1 Methods to detect obstacles
We showed that all sensors can detect object A in the existing safety standard at 3
m. The Kinect and 3D TOF camera detected with difficulties other objects (object B
and C) in the U.S. safety standard [13], but did not detect thin horizontal and vertical
structures. The trinocular system was the only sensor that detected thin structures at
all distances, but was also more sensitive to noise.

In paper IV, sensors where tested at 3, 5 and 7 m. The Kinect sensor is reliable at
distances between 0.4-4 m and the TOF camera has a range of 7.5 m with a modula-
tion frequency at 20 MHz. It may be argued that it is not relevant to compare sensors
at, or outside, the borders of their operating field, but how these sensors work at ex-
treme positions may still be of interest. Bostelman et al. [55] showed that a 3D TOF
can be used outdoors in shady environments. For all vision systems, the illumination
conditions as well as the placement of the cameras are essential to get a good re-
sult. The TOF camera as well as the Kinect device get into trouble when daylight is
present or specular reflections happen. Industrial environments for driverless trucks
often refer to indoor environments. However, in terms of illumination conditions, in-
dustrial environments may in some cases be considered as a mixed environment since
they often have large windows to use daylight as a source of illumination as well as
to increase the positive effect of daylight for humans. Furthermore, driverless trucks
equipped with sensors for obstacle detection that can handle shady environments and
especially the transition between in- and outdoor situations will be able to solve more
complex scenarios. These issues could be put up for discussion.

4.2 Evaluation of 3D range sensors
In the first paper, we combined two algorithms to get a more robust vision system and
evaluated it using a quantitative method. In papers II, III and IV, we used qualitative
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methods to evaluate algorithms and sensor systems. Quantitative results for the data
in paper IV was added in section 3.2.2. To verify the method even further a ground
truth based on 3D lidar may be used.

A problem only partly considered in this thesis is the materials of the test items.
The test objects we use are all black and in paper IV the items are all non-reflective.
The cylinders representing humans have a surface of human clothing. Human cloth-
ing is mentioned in the European safety standard [12] whereas the American safety
standard differentiates if optical and sonar sensors are used [13] and recent research
even use different materials and colors [56]. The materials and colors we used may
be appropriate for today’s standard, but this needs to be further investigated.

The test apparatus contains six item, including the human representing objects,
and it is, and must be seen as, a very extended proposal for the safety standard. To
be manageable, the number of test items, the materials and the test cases in the safety
standards must be held low. However, the test apparatus shows that it is possible to
reduce the number of tests for every sensor by integrating all objects into a single test
apparatus.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

5.1 Conclusions
This work has addressed the problems of obstacle detection for driverless trucks in
industrial environments. We have identified several thin objects that are of interest in
an industrial environment and have implemented them as models in a test apparatus.
Our results show that a trinocular system can be used to identify objects in the test
apparatus and in safety standards. We have also made tests in order to distinguish
other 3D sensors with the proposed test apparatus. Our results show that there are
several systems that have the potential to be used on driverless trucks. Initially, these
will be used as a complement to existing safety classed sensors to deal with problems
that existing safety classed sensors do not. Although a lot of work is done in obstacle
detection for driverless trucks, there is to our knowledge still no safety rated 3D sensor
system for driverless trucks.

In this thesis, a comparison between the relevant standards in Europe and North
America is made. The European safety standard EN1525 gives little guidance when
it comes to virtual bumpers. The American standard B56.5 was updated in 2012 and
deals with virtual bumpers. However, there is a need for a continued work on stan-
dards so they are in phase with the development of sensor systems for driverless
trucks. There are several differences between the standards and recent research re-
garding human and machinery shaped objects, color and material of test objects, static
and dynamic obstacles and how each test object or scenario should be tested.

5.2 Further work
Future work will address two questions that are not fully considered in this thesis. The
outputs of these activities are connected and shall interact with each other. Hence,
these activities should be done in parallel.
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First, for an effective evaluation with as few steps as possible, a limited number
of test cases must be used. The proposed test apparatus makes tests more efficient.
However, recent research has pointed out dynamic scenarios and material on objects
as new issues to consider in the safety standard. Hence, it is necessary to make further
investigate on what objects and scenarios to use for evaluation.

Second, with new requirements of obstacles to detect and scenarios to handle
in combination with the development of new sensors, further investigation on 3D
perception systems on driverless trucks is needed.
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Abstract 
This paper investigates whether a stereo vision system based on points of 
interest is robust enough to detect obstacles for applications like a mobile 
robot in an industrial environment and for the visually impaired. Points of 
interest are extracted with a known method, called KLT. Two algorithms to 
solve the correspondence problem (Sum of Squared Difference and 
Variance Normalized Correlation) are used and evaluated as well as a 
combination of the two. An improvement is made if the two algorithms are 
combined. The tests show that stereo vision based on points of interest only 
can be used robustly for obstacle detection if there is enough texture on the 
obstacle. Otherwise too few points of interest on the object are detected and 
a reliable estimation of the distance to the object cannot be made.  

1 Introduction 
Obstacle avoidance may be divided into perception and planning. The former is the input 
to the latter and therefore of specific interest. There are different sensor techniques for 
perception, e.g. laser, sonar and vision. The laser scanning method is in use in the 
industry for mobile robots since it is robust, but has the drawback of only producing a 
scan in two-dimensions and will therefore only detect objects that exist on the laser’s 
height above the floor. To solve this problem other methods have to be used. Companies 
that we co-operate with have shown interest in computer vision and to combine the 
vision system with the laser system in sensor fusion. Such a system could also be applied 
in other fields, e.g. for the visually impaired. A camera system may also be used for 
other tasks, for example to read labels on pallets for mobile trucks or traffic signs for 
visually impaired. 
 
In computer vision three well-used techniques are optical flow, structural lightning and 
stereo vision. Optical flow shows promising results, but has drawbacks such as the 
aperture problem, the motion field is not fully defined at each pixel in two directions 
since the optical flow is defined from one equation (Faugeras, 1993), heavy computation 
load and that either the object or camera has to be moving. The last problem makes it 
hard for blind people to decide in what direction they have to start their walk. Structural 
lightning, for example the projection of a laser plane, is difficult at longer distances, e.g. 
10 m and requires additional hardware.  

Extended version. A scene with a road sign is added and evaluated.  



2 Related work 
This section gives some examples of the work made in obstacle avoidance. It claims not 
to be a survey in obstacle avoidance. Yang et al. (1999) describes several laser 
techniques and present a time-varying potential field algorithm for a 2D-laser radar, but 
state that there are several demerits of a laser system, e.g. two dimensions and the 
negative impact of sun light. Shoval et al. (2003) present the obstacle avoidance devices 
NavBelt and the GuideCane based on ultrasonic, but declare that the systems are not 
“reliable at detecting obstacles under all conditions”. Burschka et al. (2002) propose a 
collision avoidance-algorithm based on stereo vision. The algorithm detects positive 
(objects) and negative (cavities) obstacles, B and D in figure 1, but does not deal with A 
since it is too small or C since it will not collide with the robot. This algorithm also 
handles the problem of not avoiding a pattern in the floor, known as ground plane 
obstacle detection. Zelek et al. (2000) propose a stereo vision system for the blind, but 
conclude, as well as Burschka et al., that the weakest link is the stereo vision algorithm. 
There have also been systems that combine different sensors, e.g. Asensio et al. (1998) 
who combine a trinocular stereo vision system with a laser range finder.  
 

 

Figure 1. Classification of objects detected by a mobile robot.  
(Redrawn from Burschka et al., 2002)  

3 Approach 
Only objects in the navigation path and at a certain distance are of interest for an 
obstacle avoidance system. A vision based obstacle avoidance system for a mobile robot 
in industry, has different constraints than a system for the blind. For instance, the 
knowledge that the mobile robot moves with a well defined speed makes it easier to 
compute the necessary breaking distance and the required detection range. The required 
detection range is in fact a volume in the 3D world and is illustrated in figure 2. For a 
single image the volume is a sub image that is defined by a location and a resolution in 
the original image. For the visually impaired case the size of the volume in figure 2 is 
different, a width of 1, 5 meter and a detection range at 1,5-4 meter is desired. At closer 
distances the cane will detect the obstacles.  



 

Figure 2. The desired detection volume for an obstacle avoidance system for 
industrial purpose. 

Systems for a mobile robot or for blind persons have more in common than this obstacle 
detection volume. The guide-cane that a blind person uses can be compared with a 2-D 
laser on a mobile robot. The end of the guide-cane detects object in a two-dimensional 
space, though in fact the guide-cane can detect objects below the hand of the person 
holding it. There are, however, obstacles that neither the laser scanner/guide-cane nor the 
algorithm of Burschka et al. (2002) will detect, e.g. the forks on a forklift coming from 
the side in the image (object F in figure 3). To solve these problems for a stereo vision 
system objects such as E, F and G (e.g. wall) in figure 3 have to be detected.  
 
This paper focuses on the industrial case where a stereo vision system is combined with 
a SICK laser scanner situated two decimetres above the floor. The stereo vision 
algorithm for obstacle detection works in three stages: 1. Detection of points of interest 
at object. 2. Find correspondence between the points in the left- and right image. 3. 
Compute distances to the points.  
 

 

Figure 3. The extended classification of objects required to be detected by the 
obstacle avoidance system.  

4 Stereo vision 
Stereo vision is normally divided into calibration, correspondence and reconstruction. In 
Brown et al. (2003) was a survey of computational stereo made. Calibration is described 
in the literature about 3D-vision, i.e. in Trucco & Verri (1998). The calibration routine at 
[http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/] is used in this paper. 
 



4.1 Reconstruction - Epipolar geometry 

The reconstruction problem, given a set of corresponding points find the 3D structure or 
location of the objects, can be solved by triangulation. In figure 4 a parallel camera 
system is shown. The distance, Z, can be computed as 
 

 
d

bf
Z   (1) 

 
where d is the disparity between the corresponding points (xL-xR) in the images, f the 
focal length in pixels, b the baseline between the centre of the cameras and Z the 
distance to the object. The corresponding points are found on the epipolar line and for a 
parallel camera system an epipolar line equals one line (y-direction) in the image. This 
reduces the search region to one dimension (x-direction) in the right image and will in 
deed minimize the search time. To get an accurate distance the camera set-up is 
important. Converging cameras, for instance, will give a smaller disparity and indicate 
that the obstacle is further away. A comprehensive description of epipolar geometry is 
found in Xu & Zhang (1996). 
 

 

Figure 4. Stereo geometry for two parallel pinhole cameras. 

4.2 Points of interest 

A widely used technique to find points of interest (POI) is to sweep a window over the 
image and let an point of interest be a window that has high information contents, for 
example corners. In stereo vision there are other tokens than POI to find correspondence 
between, e.g. curves, edges or the most general case any pixel in the image. We decided 
in our work to focus on POI’s as they are easy to extract and lead to a significant 
reduction of the amount of data. The reduction of data is very important for the obstacle-
detection task as a real-time performance is required. According to Shi and Tomasi 



(1994) a good POI is a point that can be tracked well and has high intensity variation in 
both x- and y-direction, i.e. corners or other highly textured regions. There are several 
automatic methods to find points of interest in an image. A performance comparison 
between the KLT (Tomasi & Kanade, 1991), Harris (Harris, 1988), SUSAN (Schmith & 
Brady 1995) and the early Kitchen-Rosenfeld corner detector is made in Tissainayagam 
and Suter (2004) where the authors conclude that KLT and Harris are the corner 
detectors with the best tracking performance. We decided to use the KLT-tracker 
(Kanade Lucas Tomasi). To find POI’s the gradients for each pixel is computed with the 
coefficient matrix  
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If the two eigenvalues 1, 2) exceed a predefined threshold, , λ)λ,λmin( 21  the 

window is accepted as an interesting point. For a uniform image G = 0 and 1 = 2= 0. 
For a corner of black square against a white background: 0λλ 21  , where the larger 

eigenvalue indicates higher contrast in that eigendirection. The algorithm sorts the points 
in a decreasing order of 2 and omits points in the neighbourhood of another point. The 
KLT- and the Harris-detector differs only in how to select the threshold value. A 
problem with these techniques is to determine a good threshold value.  

4.3 Correspondence 

The correspondence problem, to find the correspondence between two locations in two 
images is to be considered as yet unsolved in the general case. Since it is practically 
impossible to find a corresponding pixel in another image a larger region of pixels has to 
be considered. Taxonomies of algorithms are found in Faugeras et al. (1993), Scharstein 
and Szeliski (2001) and Brown et al. (2003). In order to obtain good quality results, the 
algorithms make use of different approaches and constraints to improve the quality of 
the matching set. A matching strategy is considered useful if it is able to filter out many 
of the mismatches found in the input matching set while keeping most of the good 
matches. In compliance with Faugeras et al. (1993) two correlation-based matching 
algorithms are examined in this paper with the following principle (Trucco & Verri, 
1998): 
 
Let pl and pr be pixels in Il and Ir and 2w+1 the width and height in pixels of the 
correlation window, R(pl) the search region size in the right image associated with pl. 

Also, let  T
yx ddd be the displacement between pl and a point in R(pl), figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Correlation window and the search region for correlation-based stereo. 



Compute c(x,y,d) for each displacement   )R(dd l
T

yx pd   at each pixel 

 Tyxp of the left image. The disparity of pl is the vector d that maximizes c(x,y,d) 

over R(pl). The disparity range depends on distances measured. For simplicity, only 
disparities in the x-direction, dx, are further considered. 
 
The algorithm can be used the other way around, known as the left-right consistency 
check, to improve the matching. Correspondence is made from the matched point in the 
right image to the left image. A match is made if the origin point in the left image is 
found. 
 
The traditional method for stereo vision is the Sum of Squared Difference (SSD). The 
method is closely related to cross correlation. However, SSD is usually considered to be 
better since it is not biased by the presence of regions with very small or very large 
intensity values (Trucco & Verri, 1998). 
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SSD follows the principle of running sums which makes it appealing for real-time 
systems applications. A more robust matching is made if the correlation function is 
normalized with for instance the variance. This is helpful if the illumination conditions 
are varying. The drawback with these techniques are that they are more computationally 
expensive. Variance Normalized Correlation (VNC) is computed as  
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where N is the number of pixels in the window and )y,x(2
l  and )d,y,x( x
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variances computed as  
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These algorithms have in preliminary investigations shown promising results (Nilsson, 
2003). 

5 Experiments and results 
To investigate whether stereo vision based on points of interest is robust enough for the 
needs described in section 3 seven different scenes are examined, figure 7. The first four 
scenes are taken with two Sony DFW-VL500 (f=800) and the last scenes are taken with 
a Canon Powershot S45 (f=660) to get a wider angle of view. For the first four scenes, 
the industrial case, the baseline is set to 30 cm and the focal points are located 105 cm 
above the floor. For the last three scenes, the visual impaired case, the baseline is 10 cm 
and the focal points are located 150 cm above the ground. The images are taken within 
the desired detection distance described in section 3, figure 2.  



 

     
 

      
 

     
 

     

Figure 7. Seven scenes examined with POI extracted by KLT. From the top and 
left to right: Hanging smoke exhausts system; Ladder; Forks on a forklift; Pallet; 
Table; Bicycle and Road sign. 

 
 



Fifty features are extracted in the left image using the KLT-tracker (Birchfield, 1998) in 
the sub image described in 3. For the first four scenes the resolution is 320x240 and for 
the last two the resolution is 440x460. The images are smoothed with a 5x5 average 
filter. The matching algorithms (SSD and VNC) are examined one-by-one and 
combined, in every case is the left-right consistency check used. The matching points are 
found on the epipolar line and the distance to the five closest corresponding points is 
computed. The disparity range is set to 10-60 pixels (equals 4-24 m) for the first four 
scenes and 10-45 pixels (equals 1.3-6.6 m) for the last two scenes. The correct matches 
are manually counted and the ratio between the number of POI’s to match and the 
number of correct matches are computed, table 1. 
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Figure 8. Left and right image for the hanging smoke exhaust system. From 
the top: SSD, VNC and SSD-VNC. Black points indicate a correct match, 
white points a false match and a larger point indicates one of the five closest 
points in the image. Figures to the left are computed distances in meter to the 
POI’s. Number in parenthesis shows the actual distance. Figures in italic are 
distances computed to false matches. 



All scenes are fully investigated, but only the representative scenes are presented in this 
paper. A comparison between SSD and VNC for the hanging smoke exhaust system as 
well as a combination of the two is shown in figure 8.  
 

     

Figure 9. A POI found on the forks on the forklift interacts with the background.  
Left: POI extracted by KLT. Right: The corresponding point found by SSD.  

It is clear that a combination of two algorithms will improve the percentage of correct 
matches. A large number of correct matches are also sorted out, table 1, and the risk of 
not detecting an object is becoming more relevant. The combination of the two 
algorithms is however to prefer as it reduces the amount of false corresponding points 
(from 5% to 1% in our case) leading to a false alarm for obtstacle detection. Another 
problem with matching POI’s are that they interact with the background, figure 9, which 
generally is not a problem if a 3D-map is required, but in this case the distance to the 
background is computed rather than the distance to the object. This is a problem with 
points of interest that lie on the object boundary. 
 
Scene Smoke Ladder Forklift Pallet Table Bicycle Road Total 
SSD         
Number of  
matches  

19 31 36 31 38 43 42 240 

Correct  
matches 

13 27 34 31 37 43 42 227 

Ratio 92% 87% 94% 100% 97% 100% 100% 95% 
VNC         
Number of  
matches  

28 36 36 36 28 43 43 250 

Correct  
matches 

26 30 33 34 27 42 40 232 

Ratio 93% 92% 92% 94% 96% 98% 93% 93% 
SSD-VNC         
Number of  
matches  

6 19 22 20 20 37 35 159 

Correct  
matches 

6 19 22 20 19 37 35 158 

Ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 95% 100% 100% 99% 

Table 1. Scenes and algorithms evaluated. 

An obstacle avoidance system is of no use if the obstacle is not detected; consequently 
the numbers of points detected by the KLT on the obstacle in every scene are counted as 
well as the number of correct matches, table 2. There are problems to detect two 
obstacles, namely the smoke exhaust system and the ladder, see table 2. This is due to 
the fact that there is not enough texture on the object which leads to only a few points of 
interest on the object. In contrast to objects with high contrast, for example the road sign. 
The resulting number of remaining points of interests with a correct match is too low for 



a robust and reliable result (only one POI for the smoke system and only two POI’s for 
the ladder when combining SSD and VNC). The KLT also detects shadows, bicycle, and 
reflections, ladder, as features, figure 7. The problem with objects detected at the ground 
plane is also shown.  
 

     
 

Figure 10. Table scenario. Left: POI. Right: Corresponding points with 
SSD-VNC. Note that the computed closest points are not at the table 
board. The corresponding points at the table surface are in fact points in 
the background. 

 
Scene Smoke Ladder Forklift Pallet Table Bicycle Road 
Number of points  
at object 

9 8 12 11 11 27 23 

Correct matches  
SSD 

2 4 9 8 8 23 22 

Correct matches  
VNC 

5 4 9 9 6 22 22 

Correct matches 
SSD-VNC 

1 2 6 5 3 18 18 

Table 2. Number of correct matches detected on the obstacle. 

Computing the distance is straight-forward, equation. 1 section 4.1. Table 3 shows the 
closest, if several POI’s exist at the object, distances computed to the obstacles in the 
scenes. The numbers are taken from the SSD-VNC algorithm. No corresponding points 
are found at the table board, figure 10, hence no distance could be computed to the 
board. The distance presented is to the point at the left table leg. The computed distance 
to the object is of sufficient accuracy for the task of collision avoidance. 
 
Scene Smoke Ladder Forklift Pallet Table Bicycle Road 
Actual distance 6.8 10 7.0 10 3.2 *) 3.0 3.0 **) 
Computed distance  7.5 10 6.8 8.9 3.8 *) 3.2 2.5 **) 
 +10% 0% -3% -11% +18% +7% -17% 

Table 3. Distances computed to object with SSD-VNC. *) see text. **) cameras slightly converged 

6 Conclusions and outlook  
This paper investigates whether a stereo vision system based on points of interest is 
robust enough to detect obstacles for applications like a mobile robot in an industrial 
environment and for the visually impaired. The tests show that stereo vision based on 
points of interest only can be used effectively for obstacle detection if there is enough 
texture on the obstacle. Otherwise too few points of interest on the object are detected 
and an estimation of the distance to the object cannot be made in a robust way. In case 



enough points of interests are found, the computed distance to the objects is of sufficient 
accuracy for the task of collision avoidance. The results also show that combining two 
different algorithms, SSD and VNC is preferred as it will reduce false matches, i.e. false 
alarms. For the seven different scenes we used, the amount of false matches was reduced 
from 5 % to 1 %. However, the combination of the two algorithms gives fewer matches 
in absolute figures, and will thus increase the risk that an obstacle is not found. In the 
future, we will continue our work on stereo vision for collision avoidance and we will 
concentrate on using edges instead of points of interests. Edges appear even on 
textureless objects, namely the edges of the boundary of the object. We will also 
concentrate on methods to eliminate the effect of false matches.  
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Abstract— Many vision-based approaches for obstacle 

detection often state that vertical thin structure is of 
importance, e.g. poles and trees.  However, there are also 
problem in detecting thin horizontal structures. In an industrial 
case there are horizontal objects, e.g. cables and fork lifts, and 
slanting objects, e.g. ladders, that also has to be detected. This 
paper focuses on the problem to detect thin horizontal 
structures. The system uses three cameras, situated as a 
horizontal pair and a vertical pair, which makes it possible to 
also detect thin horizontal structures. A comparison between a 
sparse disparity map based on edges and a dense disparity 
map with a column and row filter is made. Both methods use 
the Sum of Absolute Difference to compute the disparity 
maps. Special interest has been in scenes with thin horizontal 
objects. Tests show that a trinocular system with the sparse 
dense method based on the Canny detector works better for 
the environments we have tested.  
 

Keywords— Computer vision, Obstacle detection, Stereo vision, 
Thin structures.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
BSTACLE avoidance may be divided in obstacle detection 
and path planning while the former is the input to the 

latter and therefore of great importance. Obstacle detection 
has to be robust, i.e. can handle data that do not respond to a 
given model [1]. It also has to detect all potential obstacles in 
the environment with no false detections as, for instance, 
patterns in the floor. A robust obstacle avoidance algorithm is 
a key issue for a mobile robot in an unknown, or partly 
unknown, environment. A collision with an industrial robot 
might not just cause personal injury or material damage, it can 
also cause stoppage of production which leads to increasing 
costs. 

 
Obstacle avoidance is an important part of a vision-based 

navigations system. An extensive survey of vision-based 
navigation is made in [13]. A recent work with map-building 
approach use stereo vision SLAM-algorithms [12] based on 
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) to distinguish 
landmarks and a particle filter to track the position of the 
robot. They also utilize visual odometry. The algorithm 
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approaches near real-time. [11] combine visual odometry with 
wheel based odometry to get a relative position. SIFT is used 
for landmark detection to get an absolute position. [10] base 
their work on a model of human navigation where angular 
width of the obstacles is used instead of the distances to 
obstacles. The goal angle and obstacle angles are together 
with the robot heading then used in a potential field model as 
in the VFH+ and VFH* methods. One problem, described by 
the authors, is that large distant objects have the same angle as 
closer small objects. 

 
Many vision-based approaches for obstacle detection often 

state, especially in outdoor environment, that vertical thin 
structure is of importance, e.g. poles and trees [15] [14]. 
However, there are also problem in detecting thin horizontal 
structures. In an industrial case there are not just objects 
connected to the floor that has to be considered. Horizontal 
objects, e.g. cables and fork lifts, and slanting objects, e.g. 
ladders, also has to be detected. We do consider all obstacles 
in our research, but this paper focuses on the problem to detect 
thin horizontal structures.  

 
Obstacle detection with vision has two parts; to detect the 

obstacle and to compute the distance to the obstacle. Current 
approaches in vision-based obstacle detection often combine 
sensors algorithms to overcome the drawbacks with one single 
approach. [15] use stereo vision with a variable baseline to 
drive a vehicle in the DARPA Grand Challenge. A variable 
baseline results in good accuracy at various distances but 
needs a very accurate calibration. [14] use feature vectors 
based on different monocular cues (e.g. texture gradients, 
texture variations, color) and train models with reinforcement 
learning to drive a RC car in an outdoor environment. 
According to the authors the use of monocular cues instead of 
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Fig. 1 Matching problem. What point in the right image 

corresponds to the point in the left image? The fifth pixel in the 
right image is the correct match, but a matching algorithm would 
probably select the third or forth pixel as a match. This is due to 
that pixels that lie on the object boundary interact with the 
background. 



 

 

stereo vision yields good determination of depth at larger 
distance and render possible higher speed of vehicles. An 
open problem with learning methods is to decide when trained 
algorithms will work. [17] have extended this work and use 
monocular cues combined with stereo vision to successfully 
obtain better depth estimation than with a stereo system alone. 
This is, however, not implemented in a mobile robot jet.  

 
On-road vehicle detection is an area that has gained great 

interest during the last years.  
 

II. OBSTACLE DETECTION 
In computer vision two historically common methods are 

optical flow and stereo vision. This paper focus on stereo 
vision. 

A. Sensors 

A traditional stereo vision system has two horizontally 
placed cameras with the optical axes in parallel. Search for 
corresponding points is made along the so called epipolar line. 
See for example [3] or [4] for an introduction to stereo vision. 

One problem that arises with using horizontally situated 
cameras is correlation of horizontal thin structures, e.g. wires 
or forks on a forklift. This is a well known problem and is 
illustrated in figure 1. The natural solution to this is to add a 
third camera, a trinocular system, which is situated above the 
other two cameras and form a vertical image pair, figure 3. 
Using more than two cameras is made in several earlier works, 
see for instance [5], [6] and [7], and has the advantage of 
eliminate false matches and increase precision [7]. The 
drawback is an increased cost, both financial in purchasing 
more sensors as well as computational in handle more data. 
The first drawback is not a problem in systems where the 
sensors are a fraction of the total cost of the system. The 
second drawback is manageable as long as the system is 
solving the problem in detecting obstacle in the right time. 

 
A trinocular camera system is used in this work, since 

horizontal objects are hard to detect for a stereo system with 
only horizontally situated cameras [2]. 

B. Camera placement 

For all vision systems are the illumination conditions as 
well as the placement of the cameras are essential to get a 
good result. This has to be considered for every new setup [8]. 
There are several ways to determine the placement of the 
camera system on the robot. The easiest way is to just choose 
a placement by intuition. Putting a little more effort in this 
judgement will probably increase the precision in the system. 
It will also make a discussion of camera placement more 
unbiased if the systems performance later has to be increased.  
 

To get a high resolution in distance, when computing the 
distance from the disparity, a long baseline is to be preferred. 
On the other hand will a long baseline result in that a larger 
disparity range has to be searched to get a match. This will 
result in longer computation time and a greater possibility of a 
false match [5]. The distance (Z), figure 2, to an object can be 
computed as 
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bf
Z =   (1) 

 
where b is the baseline, f is the focal length and d the 

disparity between the corresponding point in the images, i.e.  

RL xx − . All variables are in meter.  

    
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3 Tsukuba images. a) Original image. b) Ground truth. c) Dense disparity map. d) Sparse disparity map. 

 
Fig. 2 A trinocular system. 



 

 

III. ALGORITHMS 
The unsolved problem in stereo vision is the 

correspondence problem (to find the correspondence between 
two locations in two images), at least in the general case. 
While many techniques exist for correspondence, the most 
used in real-time stereo vision are the correlation-based Sum 
of Squared Difference (SSD) and Sum of Absolute Difference 
(SAD) since they are fast. In those techniques a similarity 
criterion is a measure of the correlation between windows, 
typically   pixel, in the two images. Where the curve of 
similarity peaks (or drops), there is a match. See for example 
[3] or [4] for further reading in correspondence. The size and 
shape of the window is still an open issue. A small window is 
preferable in regions with high texture and to get accurate 
disparity measure, but will result in a low signal to noise ratio. 
A larger window is preferable in regions with low texture and 
will reduce noise, but will also cover a larger image area and 
make pixels with varying disparities be covered in the 
window. Using variable windows as described in [5] or [19] 
will overcome the problem in images with varying texture. 
Though, these techniques are slow. [18] proposes the use of a 
five-window approach to get real-time performance.   

 
To get a more robust system and to increase the 

computational speed there are some constraints that can be 
used. The epipolar constraint says that the corresponding 
pixel is found on the epipolar line. It is also possible to further 
limit the search range if the desired space-of-interest is 
defined. When a series of similarity matches are computed the 
correct match need to be found. The WTA (Winner-Takes-
All) algorithm simple picks the value with the single best 
matching value. This is not the optimum for images with 
repetitive textures or textureless regions. The uniqueness 
constraint states that there is a one-to-one relationship 
between pixels in the two (or more) images. The Left-to-Right 
consistency check can be used to verify the uniqueness. When 
a corresponding pixel is found, the algorithm is used in the 
other direction. If the origin pixel is found there is a match.  

 
When there is low texture in a region the cost values of the 

similarity measures will be very similar. By rejecting matches 
where the best match (C1) is close to the second best match 
(C2) erroneous matches are removed. This can be done by 
using  
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to get a confidence coefficient. Textureless regions will get 
a flat similarity curve while regions with repetitive textures 
will have several peaks. Both regions will, however, get very 
low similarity measures and are therefore not reliable.  

 
There are different methods in computer vision to get the 

distance to objects. To common methods are Dense disparity 
map and Sparse disparity map. 

A. Dense disparity map 

A dense disparity map is created if every pixel in an image 
is considered. [9] compares different dense stereo algorithm 
for complex urban traffic scenes and states that the more 
simpler WTA algorithm with Left-Right consistency check 
outperform techniques with multiple windows. A often 
mentioned drawback with dense disparity map is the problem 
in textureless regions.   

B. Sparse disparity map 

Another approach is to consider only areas with high 
information contents, e.g. corners and edges. A POI (Point Of 
Interest), e.g. a corner, has high intensity variation in both x- 
and y-direction. The KLT- and Harris –detectors use a 
coefficient matrix to compute POI. Edges are often extracted 
with Sobel or Canny-filter, fig 5.  

C. Dense disparity map with column and row filter 

We used a dense disparity map from the left-right cameras 
and another one from the lower-upper cameras. Sum of 
Absolute Difference (SAD), with a window of 11x11 pixels, 
was used to compute the correspondence between pixels and 
the algorithm enforces epipolar, uniqueness and mutual 
correspondence constraints to further improve the matching.  

   
Fig. 4. Scenes evaluated.   

  
Fig. 5 Edge detection with Canny (left) and Sobel (right). 



 

 

 
We implemented a row filter with the same principle as in 

[16] where a column filter was used to detect thin vertical 
objects. The column filter is the most decisive filter of the 
filters used in [16]. A row filter keeps the most frequent 
disparity in every row and rejects all the other disparities. It 
has drawbacks as stated in [16] where the method is used in an 
off-road environment outdoors. We try this method indoors in 
an industrial setting.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
We used scenes as in figure 4 for our experiments. We tried 

the Sobel detector against the Canny detector and concluded 
that the Canny detector detects the hanging cable in a better 
way than the Sobel detector does. However, both algorithms 
have problems to detect the ladder because it has nearly the 
same gray value as the background, fig 5.   

We also evaluated the column and row filter in a dense 
disparity map against the sparse disparity map based on the 
Canny detector. The dense disparity map is computed  

V. RESULTS 
We have focused on the horizontal objects in the scenes. 

The cable in scene 4a and the table in scene 4c are best 
detected in the sparse disparity map. It is possible to detect the 
cable and the table in the dense disparity map if the size of the 
correlation window is smaller, i.e. 3x3. But, the amount of 
outliers will increase with a smaller window and is therefore 
not suitable. The column and row filter have advantage in 
reducing the amount of outliers, but have problems to detect 
the hanging cable since the cable occupies several rows and 
columns.   

VI. CONCLUSION  
To detect thin horizontal structures is crucial for the 

obstacle detection algorithm. The Canny detector works better 
for the environments we have tested. A trinocular system with 
the sparse dense method based on the Canny detector works 
better for the environments we have tested. In further work we 
will implement this in an existing robot and try the algorithms 
on a large database of industrial images.  
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Abstract— Many vision-based approaches for obstacle 
detection often state that vertical thin structure is of 
importance, e.g. poles and trees. However, there are also 
problem in detecting thin horizontal structures. In an 
industrial case there are horizontal objects, e.g. cables and fork 
lifts, and slanting objects, e.g. ladders, that also has to be 
detected. This paper focuses on the problem to detect thin 
horizontal structures. We introduce a test apparatus for testing 
thin objects as a complement for the test pieces for human 
safety described in the European standard EN 1525 Safety of 
industrial trucks – Driverless trucks and their systems. The 
system uses three cameras, situated as a horizontal pair and a 
vertical pair, which makes it possible to also detect thin 
horizontal structures. A sparse disparity map based on edges 
and a dense disparity map is used to identify problems with a 
trinocular system. Both methods use the Sum of Absolute 
Difference to compute the disparity maps. Tests show that the 
proposed trinocular system detects all objects at the test 
apparatus. If a sparse or dense method is used is not critical. 
Further work will implement the algorithm in real time and 
verify it on a final system in many types of scenery. 

Keywords-component; AGV safety, Computer vision, 
Multiple cameras, Obstacle detection, Stereo vision. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Triangulation is widely used for navigation at sea and in 

air. The method works well for navigation when the position 
of objects is known. However, it can not be used for 
navigation in unstructured environments in the presence of 
obstacles. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) where the 
triangulation method is represented by a laser scanner. If a 
2D laser scanner is used it will detect some objects, the legs 
of the table in Fig. 1(b), but it will not detect the table top. 
An additional system, e.g. camera or 3D scanner [26], must 
be used to deal with this issue. The 2D laser scanner 
technique has much in common with the cane used by 
visually impaired, it will just detect obstacles below the hand 
of the person holding it, Fig. 1(c). 

Obstacle avoidance is an important part of a vision-based 
navigations system. Obstacle avoidance may be divided in 
obstacle detection and path planning while the former is the 
input to the latter and therefore of great importance. Obstacle 
detection has to be robust, i.e. can handle data that do not 
respond to a given model [1]. It also has to detect all 

potential obstacles in the environment with no false 
detections as, for instance, patterns in the floor.  
 

A robust obstacle avoidance algorithm is a key issue for a 
mobile robot in an unknown, or partly unknown, 
environment. A collision with an industrial robot might not 

 (a) 
 

 (b) 
 

 (c) 
 

Figure 1. Navigation situations. (a) A laser scanner with 
reflective tapes for triangulation. (b) A 2D laser scanner for 

navigation will detect some obstacles but not the table-top. (c) The 
blind cane does not help in all situations; it will not detect 

obstacles above the hand. 



just result in personal injury or material damages; it can also 
cause stoppage of production which leads to increasing costs. 

Many vision-based approaches for obstacle detection 
often state, especially in outdoor environment, that vertical 
thin structure is of importance, e.g. poles and trees [15] [14]. 
However, there are also problem in detecting thin horizontal 
structures. In an industrial case there are not just objects 
connected to the floor that has to be considered. Horizontal 
objects, e.g. cables and fork lifts, and slanting objects, e.g. 
ladders, also has to be detected. We do consider all obstacles 
in our research, but this paper focuses on the problem to 
detect thin horizontal structures, e.g. forks on a forklift.  

Our goal is to see if a vision based obstacle avoidance 
system for an AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) is reliable 
and safe enough to work in an indoor industrial environment. 
To verify the goals we use the European standard EN 1525 
Safety of industrial trucks – Driverless trucks and their 
systems with our additional features. The AGV will travel 
with a speed of approximately 3 m/s. This means that 
traditional bumpers can not be used. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes 
related work in obstacle detection. A trinocular system for 
obstacle detection is presented in section 3. Section 4 
describes the experiments in this work. Section 5 presents the 
results. Conclusions are made in section 6. 

II. RELATED WORK 
An extensive survey of vision-based navigation is made 

in [13]. A recent work with map-building approach use 
stereo vision SLAM-algorithms based on SIFT (Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform) [12] to distinguish landmarks 
and a particle filter to track the position of the robot. They 
also utilize visual odometry. The algorithm approaches near 
real-time. In [11] they combine visual odometry with wheel 
based odometry to get a relative position. SIFT is used for 
landmark detection to get an absolute position. In [10] they 
bases their work on a model of human navigation where 
angular width of the obstacles is used instead of the distances 
to obstacles. The goal angle and obstacle angles are together 
with the robot heading then used in a potential field model as 
in the VFH+ and VFH* methods. One problem, described by 
the authors, is that large distant objects may have the same 
angle as closer small objects. 

Obstacle detection with vision has two parts; to detect the 
obstacle and to compute the distance to the obstacle. Current 
approaches in vision-based obstacle detection often combine 
sensors algorithms to overcome the drawbacks with one 
single approach. In [15] they uses stereo vision with a 
variable baseline to drive a vehicle in the DARPA Grand 
Challenge. A variable baseline results in good accuracy at 
various distances but needs a very accurate calibration. 

In [14] they uses feature vectors based on different 
monocular cues (e.g. texture gradients, texture variations, 
color) and train models with reinforcement learning to drive 
a RC car in an outdoor environment. According to the 
authors the use of monocular cues instead of stereo vision 
yields good determination of depth at larger distance and 
render possible higher speed of vehicles. An open problem 
with learning methods is to decide when trained algorithms 

will work. In [17] they have extended this work and use 
monocular cues combined with stereo vision to successfully 
obtain better depth estimation than with a stereo system 
alone. This is, however, not implemented in a mobile robot 
jet.  

III. TRINOCULAR SYSTEM 
A traditional stereo vision system has two horizontally 

placed cameras with the optical axes in parallel. Search for 
corresponding points is made along the so called epipolar 
line. See for example [3] or [4] for an introduction to stereo 
vision. One problem that arises with using horizontally 
situated cameras is correlation of horizontal thin structures, 
e.g. wires or forks on a forklift. This is a well known 
problem illustrated in Fig. 2. The natural solution to this is to 
add a third camera, a trinocular system, which is situated 
above the other two cameras and form a vertical image pair, 
Fig. 3.  

Using more than two cameras is made in several earlier 
works, see for instance [5], [6] and [7], and has the 
advantage of eliminate false matches and increase precision 
[7]. The drawbacks are an increased cost, both financial in 
purchasing more sensors as well as computational in handle 
more data, and the extra time needed for calibration. The first 
drawback is not a problem in systems where the sensors are a 
fraction of the total cost of the system. The second drawback 
is manageable as long as the system is solving the problem in 
detecting obstacle in the right time. The drawback with 
calibration is still an open issue. 

A trinocular camera system is used in this work, since 
horizontal objects are hard to detect for a stereo system with 
only horizontally situated cameras [2].  

 
 

Figure 3. A trinocular system. 



A. Cameras and Camera Placement 

Three BlueFox cameras from MatrixVision with 3.6 mm 
lenses are used, Fig 4. The cameras are calibrated with the 
Camera calibration toolbox available at [23]. The images are 
synchronized by hardware and rectified for barrel distortion. 

For all vision systems is the placement of the cameras 
essential to get a good result. This has to be considered for 
every new setup [8]. There are several ways to determine the 
placement of the camera system on the robot. The easiest 
way is to just choose a placement by intuition. Putting a little 
more effort in this judgment will probably increase the 
precision in the system. It will also make a discussion of 
camera placement more unbiased if the systems performance 
later has to be increased. The reasoning in [8] is used in the 
experiments in this paper.  

• Clearance. Cameras placed as high as possible. For a 
trinocular system the height of the system is 
depending on the baseline between the upper and 
lower camera. A compromise between baseline and 
height is needed. Height is 1.5 m for the lower 
cameras and the baseline is set to 0.2 m. 

• Lookahead. Coplanar cameras tilted slightly 
downwards (≈18 degrees) to see objects at the 
lookahead distance. 

• Error. A one pixel error at 5 meters will result in a 
0.25 meter error. This is acceptable.  

• Resolution. A 10 cm object at 5 meters will occupy 
11 pixels.  

However, the focal length is not primary determined to 
avoid barrel distortion since a wide angle of view also is 
needed. To get a high resolution in distance, when 
computing the distance from the disparity, a long baseline is 
to be preferred. On the other hand will a long baseline result 
in that a larger disparity range has to be searched to get a 
match. This will result in longer computation time and a 
greater possibility of a false match [5]. The distance (Z), Fig. 
3, to an object can be computed as 

 
 Z = Bf/d  (1) 

 
where b is the baseline, f is the focal length and d the 

disparity between the corresponding point in the images. All 
variables are in meter. 

B. Correspondence 

The unsolved problem, at least in the general case, in 
stereo vision is the correspondence problem (to find the 
correspondence between two locations in two images). 
While many techniques exist for correspondence, the most 
used in real-time stereo vision are the correlation-based Sum 
of Squared Difference (SSD) and Sum of Absolute 
Difference (SAD) since they are fast. In those techniques a 
similarity criterion is a measure of the correlation between 
windows, typically 3x3 pixels, in the two images. Where the 
curve of similarity peaks (or drops), there is a match. See for 
example [3] or [4] for further reading in correspondence. The 
size and shape of the window is still an open issue. A small 
window is preferable in regions with high texture and to get 
accurate disparity measure, but will result in a low signal to 
noise ratio. A larger window is preferable in regions with 
low texture and will reduce noise, but will also cover a larger 
image area and make pixels with varying disparities be 
covered in the window. Using variable windows, as 
described in [5] or [19], will overcome the problem in 
images with varying texture. Though, these techniques are 
slow. In [18] they proposes the use of a five-window 
approach to get real-time performance.  

To get a more robust system and to increase the 
computational speed there are some constraints that can be 
used.  

1 2 3 4 5
Epipolar line

Left image Right image
 

Figure 2.  Matching problem. What point in the right image corresponds to the point in the left image? The third point in the right image is the 
correct match, but a matching algorithm would probably select the fourth or fifth point as a match. This is due to that points that lie on the object 

boundary interact with the background. 

  
 

Figure 4.  The camera system. 



1) Epipolar Constraint 
The epipolar constraint says that the corresponding pixel is 
found on the epipolar line. For coplanar cameras this is equal 
to the scan line. It is also possible to further limit the search 
range if the desired distance-of-interest is defined. When a 
series of similarity matches are computed the correct match 
need to be found. The WTA (Winner-Takes-All) algorithm 
simple picks the value with the single best matching value. 
However, this is not the optimum for images with repetitive 
textures or textureless regions.  

2) Mutal Constraint 
The uniqueness constraint states that there is a one-to-one 

relationship between pixels in the two (or more) images. The 
Left-to-Right consistency check can be used to verify the 
uniqueness. When a corresponding pixel is found, the 
algorithm is used in the other direction. If the origin pixel is 
found there is a match.  

3) Uniqueness Constraint 
When there is low texture in a region the cost values of 

the similarity measures will be very similar. By rejecting 
matches where the best match (C1) is close to the second best 
match (C2) erroneous matches are removed. This can be 
done by using  

 
 C = (C2-C1)/C1 (5) 

 
to get a confidence coefficient. Textureless regions will 

get a flat similarity curve while regions with repetitive 
textures will have several peaks. Both regions will, however, 
get very low similarity measures and are therefore not 
reliable.  

There are different methods in computer vision to get the 
distance to objects. Two common methods are Dense 
disparity map and Sparse disparity map. The methods are 
shown in Fig. 5 for a stereo pair with the ground truth from 
the Scharstein and Szeliski’s dataset [22].  

C. Dense Disparity Map 

A dense disparity map is created if every pixel in an 
image is considered. Reference [9] compares different dense 
stereo algorithm for complex urban traffic scenes and states 
that the simpler WTA algorithm with Left-Right consistency 
check outperform techniques with multiple windows. An 
often mentioned drawback with dense disparity map is the 
problem in textureless regions. 

We have earlier [24] implemented a row filter on a dense 
disparity map with the same principle as in [16] where a 

column filter was used to detect thin vertical objects. The 
column filter is the most decisive filter of the filters used in 
[16] where the method is used in an off-road environment 
outdoors. A column filter keeps the most frequent disparity 
in every column and rejects all the other disparities. A row 
filter works in the same way as a column filter, but with rows 
instead of columns. The benefit of a column filter is that it 
will remove the ground plane. This is not the case for a row 
filter since all disparities in the row belonging to the floor 
will have the same value. The column and row filter have 
problems to detect short objects, objects that occupies 
several columns or rows or thin vertical or horizontal objects 
with different disparities [16], [24]. It will therefore be of 
little interest in our case.  

D. Sparse Disparity Map 

Another approach is to consider only areas with high 
information contents, e.g. corners and edges. A POI (Point 
Of Interest), e.g. a corner, has high intensity variation in both 
x- and y-direction. The KLT- [20] and Harris- [21] detectors 
use a coefficient matrix to compute POI. It is not suitable for 
our purpose to use POI since they will not detect thin long 
structures with a homogenous structure. Edges are often 
extracted with Sobel- or Canny-filter.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS  
The purpose with the experiments is to identify problems 

for the trinocular system described in section 3 to detect 
objects. A test apparatus, Fig. 6, is used to identify under 
what conditions there are problems to detect objects. The test 
apparatus is a 25 mm thick wooden frame with a hanging 

    
 (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5. The head and lamp Tsukuba images [22]. a) Original image. b) Ground truth. c) Dense disparity map. d) Sparse disparity map. 

 
 

Figure 6.  The apparatus for thin structures including the cylindrical 
test pieces defined by the European standard EN 1525 [25]. 



hose with a diameter of 12 mm. The test apparatus consist of, 
besides the vertical and horizontal frame parts, a horizontal 
spar, a slanting spar and a hanging cable. The horizontal spar 
should imitate the forks on a forklift and the slanting spar a 
ladder. The test apparatus also includes the cylindrical test 
pieces for human safety, a lying 600 mm long cylinder with 
a diameter of 200 mm and a standing 400 mm cylinder with 
a diameter of 70 mm, described in the European standard EN 
1525 for industrial safety [25]. The cylinders imitate a lying 
and a standing person respectively. The lying cylinder should 

be 200 mm, but we have used a 190 mm cylinder instead. 
Scenes in Fig. 7 are used to identifying problems with the 

trinocular system. The distance to the test apparatus is 3 m in 
all scenes. The computations are made off-line in Matlab. 

From the left-right camera pair and from the lower-upper 
camera pair is sparse and dense disparity maps computed 
respectively. In the sparse disparity map we decided to use 
the Canny detector since it performed slightly better than the 
Sobel detector, specially for the hanging cable. This is a 
threshold problem and better performance could be achieved 

    
(a) (b) 
 

    
(c) (d)  

 
Figure 7.  Scenes evaluated. The distance to the test apparatus is 7 m in all scenes. (a) Workshop hall. (b) Workbenches. (c) Basement. (d) Corridor. 
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Figure 8.  Canny edges before (a) and after image dilation (b). 



with the Sobel detector by tuning, but with the drawback of 
more noise. Image dilation with a structuring element of size 
3x3 is used after the edge detection to expand the area 
around the edges, Fig. 8.  

For both algorithms are Sum of Absolute Difference 
(SAD), with a window of 3x3 pixels, used to compute the 
correspondence between pixels and the algorithms enforces 
epipolar, uniqueness and mutual correspondence constraints 
to further improve the matching. A small window is 
necessary if thin obstacles should be located. 

V. RESULTS 
It is worth noting that the experiment is not primarily to 

compare the dense and sparse disparity methods against each 
other. We are interested in identifying problems with the 
proposed trinocular system.  

All objects on the test apparatus is detected with a 
trinocular system. Mainly in all scenes, vertical objects are 
detected with the horizontal camera pair and horizontal 
objects are detected with the vertical camera pair. The 
cylinders described in the European standard EN 1525 are 
detected and the lying cylinder is better detected with the 
vertical camera pair (upper-lower). 

In the disparity maps in Fig. 9, the workshop hall, it is 
clear that there is no big difference between the two methods 
to detect objects. However, the dense map in Fig. 9(d) works 

better in detecting the lying cylinder. This is consistently in 
all scenes. It depends on that the black cylinder gets a texture 
because of reflections. We show only the sparse disparity 
maps for the other scenes, Fig. 10, for simplicity. 

In the scene with workbenches, Fig. 7(b), the horizontal 
spars are better detected with the vertical camera pair, Fig. 
10(b). Some parts of the hanging cable that is missing in the 
horizontal camera pair, Fig. 10(a), is found in the vertical 
camera pair, Fig. 10(b).  

In the scene in the basement, Fig. 7(c), it is obvious that 
the vertical spars are better detected with the horizontal 
camera pair, Fig. 10(c) and that the horizontal spars are 
better detected with the vertical camera pair, Fig. 10(d). 

In the corridor scene, Fig. 7(d), there is a problem to 
detect the left side of the test apparatus, Fig. 10(e) and (f). 
This is because bad illumination.  

Even though rigorous calibration is made the upper-lower 
camera pair seems not to be just as good calibrated as the 
left-right camera pair. In several scenes the left-right camera 
pair detects more of the objects than the upper-lower camera 
pair.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper identifies problems with a trinocular system to 

detect thin structures in an indoor setting for an AGV. We 
have proposed a test apparatus that can be used, as a 

         
 (a) (b) 
 

       
 (c) (d) 
 
Figure 9.  The workshop hall. (a) and (b) sparse disparity map. (c) and (d) dense disparity map. (a) and (c) left-right cameras. (b) and (d) upper-lower 

cameras. 
 



complement with the European standard EN 1525, to verify 
safety systems for AGV:s. The test pieces added is relevant 
for a safely operation of driverless trucks. 

The proposed trinocular system identifies all objects in 
the test apparatus as long as enough illumination exists. If a 
sparse or dense method is used is not critical. The trinocular 
system has advantages in detecting thin horizontal structures 
towards the classic horizontal mounted stereo system. The 
final system needs to have some algorithm for ground plane 
removal. How well the final system performs is also a matter 
of real-time performance.  

In further work we will implement the sparse disparity or 
dense algorithm in real time and try the final system in many 
types of scenery. 
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Figure 10. Sparse disparity maps from the Workbenches scene, (a) and (b), basement (c) and (d), corridor (e) and (f). Disparity maps from left-right 

cameras are shown in (a), (c) and (e). Disparity maps from upper-lower cameras are shown in (b), (d) and (f). 
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Abstract— In this paper we present a uniform way of evalu-
ating 3D sensor performance. It is rare that standardized test
specifications are used in research on mobile robots. A test rig
with objects in the industrial safety standard Safety of industrial
trucks - driverless trucks and their systems EN1525 is extended
by thin vertical and horizontal objects that represent a fork
on a forklift, a ladder and a hanging cable. A comparison of
a trinocular stereo vision system, a 3D TOF (Time- Of-Flight)
range camera and a Kinect device is made to verify the use of
the test rig. All sensors detect the objects in the safety standard
EN1525. The Kinect and 3D TOF camera shows reliable results
for the objects in the safety standard at distances up to 5 m. The
trinocular system is the only sensor in the test that detects the
thin structures. The proposed test rig can be used to evaluate
sensors to detect thin structures.

Index Terms— Safety standard for mobile robots, 3D sensors,
Trinocular vision, EN1525

I. INTRODUCTION

Navigation, to get from one point to another, is the most
fundamental task of a mobile robot. As with all navigation the
navigator, or designer, must think about what barriers might
exist during the trip and how these will be avoided. This is
called obstacle avoidance.

Obstacle avoidance may be divided into obstacle detection
and path planning. Obstacle detection is crucial to how well
obstacle avoidance algorithm will work since it is the input
to path planning. A robust algorithm is the key for a mobile
robot in an unknown or partially unknown environment. The
obstacle detection algorithm must be able to detect all potential
barriers in the environment without any false detection. To
avoid an obstacle does not always mean that the route has to
change. If the object is a human being, it may be easier to
give a signal, light or sound, so that the human can give way
for the robot. However, the robot must be able to stop if the
human does not move.

Contact-sensitive mechanical bumpers have only two states:
on and off. Therefore, the mobile robots equipped with these
bumpers need to travel at a lower speed. These kind of
bumpers also raise some human factor issues; workers are
uncomfortable with that they have to be hit by the robot before
it will stop [22]. Workers can also try to beat the robot and
thereby be injured. Therefore, virtual bumpers can increase
productivity and flexibility and increase the plant’s safety with
regard to obstacle detection/avoidance [22].

Our goal is to see if a stereo vision-based obstacle avoidance
system for an AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) is sufficiently
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Fig. 1. The test rig simulates in one scene a collection of objects: item A
– a lying human [6], item B – a standing human [6], item C – a flat target
proposed by [8], item D - a ladder, item E – forks on a forklift, item F –
hanging cable, items G and H – vertical bars, item I – horizontal bar, item J
– thin cable. The thin cable in position J is included in this work to evaluate
a 2D laser. A ladder, item D, typically have a steeper slope than 45◦, but
objects that has a larger angle may be considered to be vertical, while objects
with a lower angle can be considered as horizontal.

reliable and safe for use in an industrial environment indoors.
Our AGV will have a speed of 10 km/h and a braking distance
of 5 meters. This means that traditional bumpers cannot be
used. In this work, we make a proposal to extend the safety
standard by defining a test rig, Figure 1, for 3D sensors. We
make use of the safety standard Safety of industrial trucks -
driverless trucks and their systems EN1525 [6] and add objects
that are of interest in an industrial setting. The test rig is used
in a comparison of a trinocular stereo vision system, a 3D
TOF (Time- Of-Flight) range camera and a Kinect sensor.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
related work. Section III addresses the problem of not having
a standardized test specification for 3D sensors. A presentation
of the virtual bumpers used in this paper is found in section
V. Preliminary experiments on the proposed extension of the
safety standard EN1525 (i.e. the test rig) is described in section
VI. Finally, in section VII the conclusions are presented.
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Fig. 2. Forklift, cable and ladder are examples of thin structures found in an industrial environment.

II. RELATED WORK

The meaning of the word obstacle is according to [15] either
”a situation or, an event etc. that makes it difficult for you to
do or achieve something” or ”an object that is in your way and
that makes it difficult for you to move forward”. For mobile
robots the second meaning is more applicable.

Objects are considered differently depending on the environ-
ment and the task the robot has to carry out. The only objects
mentioned in the safety standard EN1525 [6] for driverless
trucks are people. Burschka et al. describe the positions of
various objects in the robot’s route and proposes an algorithm
for stereo vision that avoids positive and negative obstacles,
such as gaps and staircases [10]. Broggi et al. utilizes the fact
that vertical structures are more common than horizontal in an
industrial environment [9].

Bostelman et al. test a 3D range camera to standard EN1525
in an industrial setting [27]. They compare the camera with
a laser range finder as ground truth at distances up to about
3 m. The authors reflect that the requirements in the standard
EN1525 may need to be changed to meet the specifications of
contactless sensors. Furthermore, they argue that the obstacle
detection systems must detect both people and objects that can
be pushed against people and that the round objects described
in the standard today are likely to perform better than flat
items. Bostelman et al. perform tests with optical and acoustic
systems of the circular objects in the EN 1525 and a flat object,
500mm x 100mm, which the authors recommend be added to
the standard [8].

LADAR (Laser Detection and Ranging) is approved for use
on AGV’s in industrial environments. LADAR is therefore of-
ten used as ground truth for comparison with other techniques
[27], [21]. Other common virtual bumpers for mobile robots
are FLIR (Forward Looking InfraRed) cameras, sonar and
vision [27]. Early approaches for obstacle detection with sonar
are described in [20] and [7]. Computer vision for obstacle
detection can be divided into optical flow, structural lightning
and stereo vision. Further reading on vision-based navigation
can be made in [11].

Optical flow is described in [12] and makes use of one
camera. The unsolved problem with optical flow is the aperture
problem, the motion field is not fully defined at each pixel
in two directions since the optical flow is defined from one
equation [12]. Structural lightning, for example the projection
of a laser plane, is computationally simple, but difficult at long
distances and requires additional hardware [13].

The traditional stereo setup with two horizontally placed
cameras is commonly used in the context of obstacle avoidance
[24], [29], [30]. One problem with these systems is that
they have trouble in detecting horizontal objects [14]. Several
works take use of a trinocular system to achieve higher
performance on the vision system [32], [23]. Okutomi and
Kanade describe a multi-baseline vision system [25]. Broggi
et al. use stereo vision with a variable baseline to drive a
vehicle in the DARPA Grand Challenge [9]. The authors
conclude that a variable baseline results in good accuracy at
various distances but needs a very accurate calibration. Current
approaches in vision-based obstacle detection often combine
different sensors and algorithms to overcome the drawbacks
with one single approach. A combination of laser range finder
and stereo are used in [18].

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

It is rare that standardized test specifications are used in
research on mobile robots. It is natural, since much research
is on new sensors and new algorithms where the researcher
is trying to test the limits of each method. Because no single
test method is used, it is often difficult to compare methods.
A default case would resolve some of these problems. The
existing standard EN1525 [6] is very rough for the issues of
personal safety. The standard is based on contact sensors and
describes that driverless trucks have to detect two objects, a
standing cylinder with a diameter of 70 mm and a length of
400 mm and a lying cylinder with a diameter of 200 mm and
a length of 600 mm [6].

The philosophy behind the standard is sound, it focuses on
avoiding damage to the standing or lying full-grown human,
and thus follow the first law of robotics: ”A robot may note
injure a human-being or, through inaction, allow a human-
being to come to harm” [31]. The standard has some disad-
vantages and there are conflicts with the first law of robotics in
three ways: Firstly, people may not always be well represented
by a cylinder, i.e. people are not always either standing or
lying down. Secondly, a contact with an object may indirectly
harm people, such as people standing on a ladder. Thirdly, a
contact with an object can cause material damage and become
so expensive that it harms people.

Thin horizontal and thin hanging structures are common
in an industrial setting. Figure 2 shows three different objects
(forklift, cable and ladder) that might be found in an industrial
setting. Our work focuses on the detection of thin horizontal
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and thin hanging objects that could indirectly cause human
injury. We do not treat negative obstacles, such as gaps and
staircases. We propose an extension to the standard EN1525 to
include thin structures to be handled by virtual bumpers. We
also use the test rig to compare three different virtual bumpers
to verify that the proposed test rig can be used to distinguish
between different sensors.

IV. TEST RIG

A common claim is that it is more likely with vertical
thin objects in outdoor environments for mobile robots than
with horizontal [21] [9]. However, in indoor environments and
in human made environments horizontal objects occurs in a
greater extent. To avoid accidents, discovering these horizontal
object is at least as important as detecting the vertical. Our
proposal is to extend the standard with horizontal and hanging
objects to deal with objects shown in Figure 2. In order to
compare the various methods we have used a test rig where
the objects described in EN1525 are included. The test rig
consists, in addition to the items described in EN1525, also
of thin horizontal, vertical, sloping or hanging objects. All
items are black and non-reflective, Figure 1. We only take into
account the object’s shape and not different types of materials
as in [8] where they use sonar sensors.

The test rig, Figure 1, simulates in one scene a collection
of objects: item A – a lying human [6], item B – a standing
human [6], item C – a flat target proposed by [8], item D – a
ladder, item E – forks on a forklift, item F – hanging cable,
items G and H – vertical bars, item I – horizontal bar, item J
– thin cable. The thin cable in position J is included in this
work to evaluate a 2D laser. A ladder, item D, typically has
a steeper slope than 45◦, but objects that have a larger angle
may be considered to be vertical, while objects with a lower
angle can be considered as horizontal.

The test rig measures 1.8× 1.8m and the bars have a
thickness of 25mm. The hanging cable has a diameter of
13mm.

V. VIRTUAL BUMPERS

In order to effectively plan for an action the robot needs to
know the distance to the obstacle. Methods that account for the
size of objects, instead of distance, exists [17]. Humans use
several algorithms together and in a sophisticated way merge
them together to determine the distance [28]. The methods
used for mobile robots are much simpler and are often based
on one principle, but combinations of principles exists [26].

The development of semiconductor technology has led
to new sensors. The recently released Kinect device from
Microsoft for the Xbox 360 game platform has received much
attention among researchers during the last year. The Kinect
device consists of an RGB-camera, an IR-projector and a
monochrome camera for measuring IR. The projector emits a
known speckled pattern that is measured by the monochrome
camera and thereby the distance can be measured [5]. The
slightly older 3D TOF (Time-Of-Flight) range camera is also
an active sensors in that it emits light, and then calculates
the distances to the surroundings by measuring what time it

Fig. 3. Four different sensors were mounted on an Ackerman steered robot: a
time-of-flight range camera, a trinocular vision system and a Microsoft Kinect
sensor. A laser range scanner was used for ground truth measurements.

Left

Right

Up

Fig. 4. Excluding outliers. The horizontal bar is correct matched with the
Up-Left camera pair. The match in the right camera is an outlier that normally
is rejected with the uniqueness constraint. The star represents the case where
there is a match in the Left-Right camera pair and the pixel has the wrong
argument. The final step in the algorithm excludes these incorrect matches.

takes for the light to be reflected. The technique is described
in [19]. Both the Kinect device and the 3D TOF camera may
have problems when there is external lighting.

A. Trinocular

Traditionally in stereo vision, geometry is used to determine
the distance. For a stereo camera setting with the baseline b,
focal length f and the disparity d, the distance z is:

z = bf/d (1)

From one camera image (e.g. the left image) disparity is
determined by locating the corresponding pixel in the corre-
sponding image (e.g. the right image). In the general case, it
is still an open issue how the correspondence between the two
images is made. Cameras that are horizontally mounted are
optimized to detect vertical structures and vertically mounted
cameras are optimized for horizontal structures. This can be
combined by using three (or more) cameras mounted in a
vertical and horizontal pattern.

The camera system in this work is assembled as an L. As
a first step all images are rectified and smoothed. From the
images of each camera two images are computed, an edge
image using the Canny filter and an image that contains the
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argument for every pixel computed by the image gradients
in the x- and y-direction of the image. These images are
superimposed to obtain an edge image with the argument for
each edge pixel. Two sparse disparity maps are computed with
Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) for left-right, DLR, and
up-left, DUL, image pair, respectively. The mutual constraint
(Left- Right consistency check) as well as uniqueness con-
straint (rejecting matches in regions with low texture) is used
to exclude outliers. The argument, θ, of the lower left image
is then used to compute a combined disparity map

DSUM =
√

(DUL cos θ)2 + (DLR sin θ)2 (2)

Disparity information from a pixel that only exist in one
image (e.g. DLR) is then added to the DSUM . This is done
only if the argument for the pixel is valid for that disparity
map (i.e. not horizontal edges for the DLR). This step excludes
some positive outliers. Figure 4 shows two ways to reject
outliers. The horizontal bar is correctly matched with the
Up Left camera pair. The match in the right camera is an
outlier that is rejected with the uniqueness constraint. The star
represents the case where there is a match in the Left Right
camera pair and the pixel has not an accepted argument.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Setup

Our goal is to find a method for mobile robots to find thin
structures. In this work we propose a test rig as an extension
to the safety standard EN1525. The experiment aims to verify
that sensors can be distinguished by the proposed test rig. A
robotic platform based on an electrical wheelchair equipped
with encoders is used for a comparison between different
vision sensors. A SICK LMS200 laser scanner is used as
ground truth. An on board computer running Player [4] is
used for data acquisition. For all vision systems the placement
of the cameras is essential to get a good result. This has to
be considered for every new setup [16]. There are several
ways to determine the placement of the camera system on
the robot. The easiest way is to just choose a placement by
intuition. Putting a little more effort into this judgment will
probably increase the precision in the system. It will also
make a discussion of camera placement more unbiased if the
system’s performance has to be increased later. Huang and
Krotkov concludes that the best placement for mobile robots
is as high as possible [16]. However, in this work, to make
the comparison easier, all cameras are placed in front of the
robot, close to the laser range finder. The sensors are adjusted
to fit the scans from the laser.

The trinocular system is made up of three 1/3” CCD
BlueFox cameras from MatrixVision with 3.6 mm lenses
mounted in a L with a baseline of 0.2 m. The cameras are
adjusted to be coplanar. Images are synchronized by hardware.
The camera system is calibrated with the Camera Calibration
Toolbox for Matlab [1]. An image size of 640x480 is used. We
use a Swiss ranger SR3000 from Mesa Imaging as a 3D TOF
camera with a modulation frequency of 20 Mhz. This gives
a non-ambiguity range of 7.5m. A Microsoft Kinect sensor is

used with the libfreenect driver available at [3]. The Kinect is
calibrated with the RGB Demo software available at [2].

All data processing is made off line in MATLAB.

B. Results

Figure 6 shows the three scenes used for evaluation. Scene
one shows the test rig in a corridor where reflections from floor
and shadows on the walls are present. Scene two shows the
test rig in an industrial setting with little disturbance of light
and reflections, but the background is a corner. Scene three
has a varying background. The test rig described in section
IV is used in all scenes to evaluate the different types of
sensors at distances of 3, 5 and 7 meters. The evaluation is
qualitatively by visual inspection. A ground truth test rig is
generated based on the information from the SICK laser and
plotted as a point cloud. All sensor data are plotted in a point
cloud and compared to ground truth. Figure 5 shows the point
cloud, false and true positives, for the three sensors in scene 2
at 5 m. To help the inspection, the Euclidean distance between
each point and each item in the test rig is computed and plotted
in a point cloud, i.e. the true positives. A point within 25 cm
from the item in ground truth is considered to match the item.
This is a rough method but gives a hint of the quality of the
sensor data.

The point clouds in Figure 7, 8 and 9 show the points that
match the ground truth, i.e. the true positives. As seen all
sensors detect the items from the standard [6] as well as the
flat item suggested by [8]. Though, both the Kinect and the 3D
TOF camera have problems with detecting objects at 7 m. This
seems reasonable since those sensors depend on the emitted
light from the sensors and the range is close or above to the
maximum distance range of the sensor. The trinocular system
is the only sensor that detects the thin structures, item D to H
(the new thin structures). The trinocular system has problem
to detect item C (flat target proposed by [8]) in scene 3 (Figure
9, left) since the background has nearly the same color as the
object. It also has problems detecting item H (right vertical
bar) in scene 3 (Figure 9). The system detects item H, but at
a further distance than the 25 cm that is to be considered
as a match. A more well-manufactured test rig or more
realistic model together with better calibration could solve this
problem. However, an accurate distance measurement is not
essential for the obstacle avoidance algorithm.

From this test we cannot find any major difference in
performance between the Kinect and the 3D TOF camera.

Both the Kinect and the 3D TOF camera have problem with
detecting thin horizontal and vertical objects. None of them
detect the ladder (item D) or the forks on the forklift (item
E). They have also problem with detecting the hanging cable.
The main problem with the trinocular system is to detect larger
flat objects (item C). At close ranges this is more pronounced,
Figure 9, then the apperance of the objects becomes larger.
This has to do with that the sensor is optimized to detect edges,
i.e. thin structures. However, a different detection scheme may
be included in the vision algorithms to overcome this problem,
e.g. using a dense disparity map.
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Fig. 5. True and false positives (raw data) from the three sensors in scene 2 at 5 m. Trinocular (left), Kinect (middle), 3D TOF camera (right). The test rig
is shown in red.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a uniform way of evaluating 3D
sensor performance. The evaluation procedure consists of a test
rig of predefined objects that appears in an industrial setting.
Objects in the industrial safety standard Safety of industrial
trucks - driverless trucks and their systems EN1525 is extended
by thin vertical and horizontal objects that represents a fork on
forklift, a ladder and a hanging cable. We compare different
virtual bumpers to verify that the proposed test rig can be
used to distinguish between different sensors to detect thin
structures. It is rare that standardized test specifications are
used in research on mobile robots.

Three different sensors (Trinocular, Kinect and 3D TOF
camera) were evaluated and they all show that they can detect
objects in the EN1525 safety standard. The Kinect and 3D
TOF camera show reliable results for those objects at distances
up to 5 m.

The trinocular system is the only sensor in the test that
detects the thin structures. It detects all items in the test rig at
all distances. However, a passive sensor like a camera is more
sensible to noise and further work will focus on refining the
trinocular algorithm.
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